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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The beginning of the end of the final phase of a quiet revolution to 
achieve public policy affirming the right to an education for every child 
with a handicap was on November 29, 1975. On that day, President Gerald 
Ford signed into law Public Law (P.L.) 94-142, the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, which became fully effective September, 
1978. This law was built heavily on the victories that were won in the 
nation•s courts and state legislatures, and concluded the policy revolu-
tion begun in 1970. From the beginning, P.L. 94-142 was based upon prin-
ciples of sound educational practice that were pioneered and articulated 
by specia 1 educators (Abe son and Zettel, 1977). In 1954, the Supreme 
Court handed down a decision that influenced the advocates for the handi-
capped in the case of Brown v. Board of Education (1954) (Corrigan, 
1978). The right to an education for exceptional children had a judicial 
awakening in the latter part of the 1960 1 s and had roots in the 196o•s 
Civil Rights Movement. It was felt that segregabon had harmful effects 
on both the individual who is segregated and the individual who does the 
segregating (Friedman, 1969). Parents of handicapped children joined 
with Civil Rights lawyers to attack segregated settings for the handi-
capped on many of the same issues that were used by other advocates who 
were attacking segregation based on race (Corrigan, 1978). A growing 
amount of evidence as to the ability of exception children to benefit 
from an education had been emerging from such cases as Vought v. Van 
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Buren Public Schools (1969), Soglin v. Kauffman (1968), and Dixon v. 
Alabama State Board of Education (1961). School districts, for a variety 
of reasons, had not responded to such information with any degree of 
urgency. Those districts that were providing special services were often 
alienating already frustrated parents. by: (1) failing to consult with 
them over testing and placement procedures, (2) failing to provide ade-
quate and sufficient resources. facilities, and staff to accommodate all 
the children needing special help~ and (3) failing to eliminate long 
waiting periods between diagnosis and placement. Finally, parents and 
various groups began turning to the courts for help. They relied upon 
expert testimony that exceptional children could benefit from a program 
of education and training (Gee and Sperry, 1978). In 1972, the hard work 
by advocates for the handicapped paid off when the decision in the land-
mark court case in Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania Associ at ion for Retarded 
Children {PARC) v. Commonwealth (1972) ordered zero rejection for a free 
education in the public schools for retarded children. Out of the 15,000 
retarded children previously denied admittance to the public schools, 
approximately 52% were only mildly retarded (Gilhool, 1976). The Peter 
Mills case in Washington, D.C. (Mills v. Board of Education of the Dis-
trict of Columbia 1972) extended the zero rejection to all handicaps. 
Parental rights to due process hearings, as well as integration, were 
recognized in these and other cases (Weintraub et a.l., 1976). 
A widely cited U.S. Supreme Court decision, Goss v. Lopez (1975) 
served as the precedent for many later cases involving the suspension or 
expulsion of special education students. In Goss, the Court decided that 
students facing temporary suspension from school were entitled to protec-
tion under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment {Davis, 
1986). 
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An extremely important and controversial issue of bias in assessment 
in the identification of black students as mentally retarded, and their 
subsequent placement in special classes was addressed in Larry P. v. 
Riles (1972). The original complaint was filed in 1971 on behalf of 
black students in California who had been placed in special classes for 
the educable mentally retarded, as well as on behalf of those b 1 ack 
students who. in the future. might be inappropriately placed in such 
classes. The major issue and complaint in the case was that the stan-
dardized intelligence tests used to identify and place black students in 
special education classes were racially biased. The defendant was Wilson 
Riles, Superintendent of Instruction in California. In 1972~ the Court 
ruled that the original case could proceed as a legitimate class action 
suit on behalf of all black children in San Francisco who had been placed 
in E~lR classes as a result of the stated intelligence tests. In 1974~ 
the Court prohibited the use of culturally biased tests with black stu-
dents in California, along with the placement of black children in EMR 
classes based upon culturally discriminatory test results. 
An amended complaint was filed by the plaintiffs in 1977, and they 
were joined by the U.S. Department of Justice as amicus curiae dur·ing the 
same year. In 1979~ Judge Robert Peckham ruled in favor of the plain-
tiffs (Davis, 1986). 
I In a landmark decision (Pennhurst State School v. Halderman. 1981)~ 
the U.S. Supreme Court interpreted the Developmental Disabilities Assist-
ance and Bill of Rights Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-103) as an encouragement to 
provide a continuum of services to mentally retarded and mentally ill 
persons~ including those in an institutional setting. The Supreme 
Court•s ruling did not require the closing of Pennhurst, but required 
the state to provide cmmnunity placements only for those residents of 
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Pennhurst who were judged to be capable of succeeding in lesser restric-
tive settings. Each placement was to be determined on a case-by-case 
basis. However, in July of 1984, after 10 years of litigation, Pennsyl-
vania officials finally agreed to a settlement to shut down the Pennhurst 
facility by July 1, 1986 (Davis, 1986}. 
Prior to the closing of Pennhurst, another landmark U.S. Supreme 
Court case, Youngberg v. Romeo (1982), established for the first time the 
right of institutionalized mentally retarded persons to habilitation and 
protection from harm. Nicholas Romeo, a profoundly retarded person, sued 
(through his mother) the administrators of Pennhurst State School on the 
grounds that he had been injured several times and that he had not been 
protected from injury. Also, they claimed he was not provided with ade-
quate habilitation, was kept in physical restraints unnecessarily, and 
that his constitutional rights had been violated. They asked that he be 
awarded monetary damages. 
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled unanimously in favor of Romeo and an 
undisclosed amount of money was awarded to him for damages sustained. 
The decision clearly established the protection that the U.S. Constitu-
t ·iun affords mentally retarded persons who are institutiona 1 i zed, em-
phasizing their rights to: (1) be free from harm, (2) be free from 
unnecessary restraints, and (3) receive minimally adequate or reasonable 
training to assure safety and freedom from restraint (Davis, 1986). 
S-1 v. Turlington (1981} is one of the most frequently cited rulings 
on the subject of disciplining special education students, especially 
when the disciplinary action involves proposed suspension or expulsion. 
Based on Turlington and other judicia 1 decisions, short-term emergency 
suspensions (not to exceed three school days) can be imposed on handi-
capped students. Also found in P.L. 94-142 is the regulation that 
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states, 11 A school district may use its normal procedures for dealing with 
children who are endangering themselves or others. 11 However, the Court 
reaffirmed that students who are expelled are entitled to full due pro-
cess hearing procedures as outlined in Pol. 94-142 and Section 504 of 
P.L. 93-112 (Davis, 1986). 
On September 1, 1965, P.L. 88-164, an expansion of P.L. 85-926 and 
P.L. 87-276, provided assistance for the preparation of administrators 
and coordinators of programs of special education in state and local 
school systems. Implicit in the directives of P.L. 85-926 was the notion 
that state and local leadership personnel in special education acquire a 
unique and specific kind of training to fill that position, even though 
much of their training and background has a commonality with regular 
educ9-tion. It was deemed essential that special education state direc-
tors and supervisors be selected on the basis of special training, spe-
cia 1 experiences, special merit, and leadership abi 1 ities (Milazzo and 
Blessing9 1964). 
When President Ford signed the Education for All Handicapped Chil-
dren Act in 1975, the quiet revolution to achieve the basic education 
rights of all children with handicaps came into existence. Abeson and 
Zettel (1977) noted' that Congress wrote into this comprehensive law ex-
tensive management and financial aspects; for example, the mandate to 
operationalize the concept of 11 least restrictive environment. 11 The 
regulations established a need for special education administrators/ 
directors; i.e., personnel who have a clear understanding and interpre-
tation of this 1 aw for the est ab 1 i shment and rna i ntenance of a compre-
hensive special education program. Now, the two most common methods of 
preparation for the role of special education administrator/director 
have been special education coursework for teacher certification with 
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on-the-job experience and through a program with specific standards for 
developing leadership and management skills in regular and special 
education. 
Background of the Problem 
Lack of training for Oklahoma•s special education directors came to 
the attention of the researcher when employed by the Oklahoma State De-
partment of Education as· administrator of the Tulsa-Okmulgee Regional 
Education Service Center. She discovered that a high percentage of new 
special education directors required extensive inservice and consults 
after assuming that position. For the vast majority of the new direc-
tors, their only previous experience was as a special education teacher 
or therapist. Very few of the new directors had administrative experi-
ence or training. In most of the situationss they were trained by their 
predecessor prior to the director leaving, with limited information being 
exchanged. Specific supervisory tasks such as providing the curriculum, 
developing learning materials, dealing with staffing issues, providing 
inservice, and evaluating the instructional process were learned through 
on-the-job experiences. 
Special education administrators are recognized publicly as the head 
of the special education program with considerable authority to plan, 
organize, budget, and otherwise control the programs (Marro and Kohl, 
1981). With the public demanding more accountability in education ( ac-
countability refers not only to the products of the education enterprise, 
but also to the responsibility for those productsL it is increasingly 
important that educational 1 eaders attend to the results of schooling. 
Equally important is the development of knowledge that can help school 
leaders improve the products of education (Silver, 1983}. 
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Bureaucracy theory is directly concerned with outcomes or products. 
Theoretically, the more closely an organization approximates the ideal 
bureaucracy characterized by Weber (1973), the more efficient and ra-
tional it is. In education, this would mean that goal attainment is most 
direct and cost effective when schools and school districts have the 
characteristics of bureaucracies. Weber's theory of bureaucracy identi-
fied characteristics of legal structures that both individually and in-
teractionally maximize organizational efficiency. These features are: 
hierarchy of offices! rules and regulations, specialization of tasks, 
impersonality, written records, salaried personnel 9 and organizational 
control of resources. One of the characteristics or key constructs is 
specialization of tasks. All the work performed within an organization 
is d·ivided among offices, and each office is associated with one type of 
work. This enables employees to become highly proficient at particular 
tasks and to acquire specialized training to enhance their expertise. 
Specialization of tasks, for example~ may mean division by grade 
level, subject, hierarchial position, or particular functions, and en-
ables staff members to become highly proficient in their areas by gaining 
expertise in a particular area. Supervisory and administrative tasks~ 
when performed by specialized educators. can affect to some extent the 
degree of bureaucratization within their own school organization. The 
regular tasks associated with supervision required by the school organi-
zation are considered the official duties of the specialized educator. 
This characteristic of bureaucracy can have some bearing on student out-
comes. According to Weber•s (1973) theory, it can be a useful framework 
for generating knowledge to guide administrative practice. Applying 
Weber•s theory to special education directors and requiring specialized 
training in administrative tasks, supervision in particular, as the 
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directors 1 official duties, promotes educational success and learning in 
the classroom. 
While working with special education directors from various sized 
public schools, the researcher discovered that the amount and type of 
assistance requested varied by the size of the school district. In a 
study of 252 public personnel agencies~ Blu, Heydebrand, and Stauffer 
(1966) found that organizational size was directly related to functional 
specialization~ but not to other aspects of bureaucracy. 
The amount of inservice time the researcher spent with special edu-
cation directors appeared to be influenced by the number of years of 
experience as director. Bridges (1965) found that elementary school 
principals become more similar to each other in behavior patterns the 
longer they serve. This was found also in a study in a nonschool setting 
that people tend to adopt the behavior patterns and value orientations of 
those in their organization over time (Denhardt, 1968). This suggested 
that employees in bureaucracies become more bureaucratic as tenure 
increases. 
The researcher noticed that in Oklahoma there are more female spe-
cial education directors than male directors. Leader behavior studies 
that considered school administrators' personal characteristics have 
indicated that principals' gender and conceptual complexity affect their 
behavior patterns. In a study of 30 secondary schools (15 headed by 
women and an equal number headed by men). the female principals were 
found to obtain significantly higher representation. demand reconcilia-
tion, predictive accuracy, integration, and superior orientation scores. 
but lower tolerance of freedom scores than did male principals (Morsink~ 
1969). It could be conjectured that if gender affects behavior, it would 
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influence how directors perceived their supervisor skills according to 
gender. 
Jones (1990) analyzed 147 gender difference tests reported in the 
first 22 volumes of the Educational Administration Quarterly (EAQ)~ and 
found that just 6 of these 147 statistical tests provided sufficient 
evidence to support a gender difference hypothesis. A gender difference 
was detected for only 4 (6%) of the 71 statistical tests published in the 
EAQ between 1972 (volume 8) and 1976 (volume 12). A gender difference 
was detected for only 2 (3%) of the 76 statistical tests published in the 
EAQ between 1978 (volume 14) and 1984 (volume 20). 
Morris (1992) stated that in the Department of Labor report for the 
first three quarters of 1991, women earned an average of 74 cents for 
every do 11 ar earned by men. The size of the gap varied from one profes-
sion to the next. In fields where there was a predominance of women. 
such as teaching and nursing. the gap was smaller still. But female-
dominated fields tended to be lower paying than did male-dominated fields 
with comparable training requirements. 
A virtual flood of federal and state regulations has been adopted to 
implement legi slat ion and judicial mandates involving handicapped stu-
dents. Local education agencies have seen their staffs, their programs, 
and their budgets grow rapidly to meet and to satisfy those regulations. 
Ebersdorfer (1973) wrote that administration of special education has 
become exceedingly complex since the 1960 1 s. Not the least of these 
problems is locating qualified individuals to d·irect and coordinate spe-
cial education services at the local level. 
To date. no clear conceptualization has emerged concerning the 
responsibilities and competencies of special education administrators 
or directors. Several patterns, however9 are noticeable. Some local 
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districts have elevated a successful teacher to the position, perceiving 
the role to be largely that of consultant to classroom teachers. Other 
districts viewed the job to be one of management and appointed an experi-
enced general administrator (Whitworth and Hatley, 1982). Yet, the ac-
tual role of special education director remains an ambiguous one that has 
led to a great deal of confusion. Weatherman and Dobbert (1975) wrote 
that in considering the development of programs for directors, a need has 
become apparent to find a precise definition of the curriculum which is 
difficult because of the frequent ambiguity of the special education 
administrator•s role. 
Statement of the Problem 
The focus of this research was to determine the perceived supervi-
sory competencies of special education directors and to compare these 
skills among special education directors who are certified and noncerti-
fieds among male and female special education directors, among special 
education directors from various district sizes, and supervisory skills 
among special education directors with various years of experience. 
The following questions were developed for this project as the re-
sult of previous suppositions: 
1. Do certified special education directors perceive their supervi-
sory· competencies significantly different from noncertified directors in: 
(a) five major task areas. and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 
2. Do special education directors perceive their supervisory compe-
tencies significantly different from various sized public school dis-
tricts in: (a) five major task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 
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3. Do special education directors perceive their supervisory compe-
tencies significantly different by male and female directors in: (a) 
five major task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 
4. Do special education directors perceive their supervisory compe-
tencies significantly different with various years of experience in: (a) 
five major task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 
Significance of the Study 
The intent of Congress was to ensure that P.L. 94-142 provided for 
the education of all handicapped children and was reflected in its four 
major purposes: 
1. To assure that all handicapped children have a free appropriate 
education which emphasizes special education and related services to meet 
their needs. 
2. To assure that the right of handicapped children and parents are 
protected. 
3. To assist states and localities in providing for the education 
of all handicapped children. 
4. To assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate 
handicapped children (Johnson, 1983). 
In recent years, a dramatic increase has been seen in the number of 
identified handicapped children as evidenced on the yearly federal child 
count resulting in more services and programs being provided in the local 
district (Whitworth and Hatley, 1982). Cole and Dunn (1977) wrote that, 
as a result of P.L. 94-142, special education has come out of the closet 
and general education may be forced to change as well. 
In response to this problem, a research project was funded by the 
U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. Its 
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purpose was to define the role and needed skills of the special education 
administrator. A component of this study was a series of structured 
interviews with local administrators of special education in Kansas and 
Missouri (Whitworth and Hatley, 1982). Responses to a number of the 
questions posed by that interv~ew revealed several facts. 
First, the largest percentage of directors enjoyed the creative 
aspect of their jobs most of all. A number of oirectors expressed satis-
faction, particularly with the task of developing new delivery systems 
and solving problems relating to individual students. A large percentage 
of directors also enjoyed working with parents and children. In this 
category, the director's interactions included speaking to civic and 
parent groups and teaching other professionals. Problem-solving was 
listed as the least most enjoyable activity. In this case, problem-
solving involved the financial and legal aspects of special education 
(Whitworth and Hatley, 1982). 
Second, there are several activities which directors clearly dis-
liked. Leading the list is the amount of paper work involved in the 
administering of special education programs. Most directors were speci-
fically concerned about the confinement involved in working with budgets 
and forms and were jealous of the time these activities kept them from 
spending with teachers and students. Close behind paper work on direc-
tors' lists of dislikes were inservicing and changing the attitudes of 
regular educators. An additional dislike was the task of constantly 
being forced to defend the work and efficacy of special education to 
regular educators (Whitworth and Hatley, 1982). 
A third finding was the difficulty of locating adequately trained 
personnel because of the diversity and uniqueness that exists in the role 
and responsibilities of local directors of special education. Along with 
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this problem went the task of locating special training programs for 
these professionals due to the variability of the job functions. On the 
other hand, it was suggested that carefu 1 deve 1 opment of training pro-
grams and standards might result in standardization and clarity in the 
job descriptions of special education directors (Whitworth and Hatley, 
1982). 
Heller (1983} stated that standards can provide a basis for institu-
tional excel,lence. They provide the basis for evaluating practice and 
personnel preparation. Standards, in fact, derive their meaning through 
interpretation by those who are expected to abide by them. To the reader 
who is unfamiliar with either accreditation or quality control~ .review 
procedures and processes, it may appear that standards are really nothing 
more than statements of good practice or preparation. This is supported 
by the tendency of standards not to state how much is enough or how lit-
tle is too little. Heller believed that it is important to recognize 
that a standard does not delineate program perspective, context, or phi-
losophy. Instead, it provides a measure against which to compare indi-
vidual performance or the relative equality of preparation programs. 
Heller {1983) believed that in judging performance against a stan-
dard, a reasonable range of flexibility, latitude, and creativity is 
assumed. It is important that interpretation does not become so rigid 
and precise that the field of special education produces a series of 
clones. The value of a standard is that it provides a judgmental frame-
work within which to evaluate performance. 
The need for preparation programs and certification requirements 
imposed on special education directors emerges from: (1) conflicting 
views of how their role is perceived, and (2) what skills are necessary 
to meet the challenges and demands of that role. Generally, the scanty 
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literature described special education leadership as heavily saddled with 
administrative responsibilities but with a high consciousness of the need 
for instructional supervision as well (Anderson, 1982). Administration~ 
counseling~ school psychology~ and special education have all attained a 
prominence in the colleges of education that have generally been denied 
to instructional supervision~ although instructional supervision is es-
sential to the achievement of educational purposes (Alfonso and Firth, 
1990). P.L. 94-142 defined special education as being a specially de-
signed instruction to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child, 
including instruction in the classroom, physical education, home, hospi-
tals, and institutions. This supported the premise that a strong in-
structional program promotes educational success. Therefore, requiring 
courses in supervision can be justified on the basis that it promotes 
learning in the classroom. 
First and Carr {1987) believed that if one scans current literature 
from legislatures, panels, and committees dealing with educational re-
form, the word 11 Supervision 11 seems to come to the forefront. In the 
absence of any commonly accepted and refined definition of supervi sian 
(other than to improve instruction), research has historically been frag-
mented. The problem of definition extends to practice, where supervisors 
are called on to perform a variety of tasks, many only remotely related 
to monitoring and improving teacher performance. Alfonso and Firth 
(1990) felt that research in instructional supervision should be based 
largely on the realities of life and work in school organizations. Al-
though we need to encourage visions of the future of radically different 
forms of school organization and professional interaction, instructional 
supervision, at the moment. most needs systematic, focused inquiry. 
Previous studies have indicated only minor differences between 
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preparation programs and certification requirements for supervisors and 
administrators. This research was developed to explore what supervisory 
competencies are perceived as being possessed by special education direc-
tors when considered by specific categories. The results of this study 
were to add information to help clarify the aforementioned concerns. 
Without question. the key to any profession is the quality of the 
professionals who practice as its members. The success of special educa-
tion throughout history has been the result of individuals who cared. who 
were highly capable, and who served competently (Heller, 1983). 
Since the preparation of directors of special education is varied 
and inconsistent! unique supervisory skills may not be essential to suc-
cessfully interact within a system for improvement of instruction. Be-
cause of the vague roles and diffused nature of supervis·ion in schools, 
this research was an attempt to investigate the supervisory competencies 
of directors of special education. 
Limitation of the Study 
This study was limited to special education directors in Oklahoma 
and Kansas. A list of all the 11 Local Directors of Special Education 11 was 
obtained from the Special Education Section, Kansas State Department of 
Education. The directors of special education in Kansas were administra-
tors who were assigned that role in the various organizational structures 
of local educational agencies. special education cooperatives~ and inter-
locals. Kansas' directors of special education are required to possess 
certification that is acquired by successfully completing a training 
program that includes coursework requirements from general education and 
special education. Hours in supervision are listed as a prerequisite for 
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admission to the program. All special education directors from the list 
were contacted and were asked to participate in the research study. 
A list of special education directors from Oklahoma was obtained 
from the Oklahoma Directors of Special Services (ODSS). ODSS is a state-
wide organization and is open to directors from all areas of Oklahoma. 
The directors of special education in Oklahoma were administrators in 
local educational agencies and special education cooperatives. The 
single stipulation for Oklahoma directors of special education is certif-
ication in one area of special education if their salary is paid from 
federal flow-through funds. No general or special administrative courses 
are required to hold the position as director of special education in 
Oklahoma. However, there may have been some special education directors 
who were included in the Oklahoma population and who had been certified 
in other states before coming to work in Oklahoma. 
The instrument used in this study focused on one area, supervision. 
The five major task areas on the instrument were related to the function 
of supervision. The respondents made their selections based on their 
perceived skills, which may or may not be realistic perceptions. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this study, terms which were important for its 
understanding are defined as follows: 
Accreditation. A public or other official declaration that a given 
school has conformed to a prescribed set of standards. As a process, 
educational accreditation is designed primarily to assure the general 
public that schools do meet standards of quality~ and to identify the 
deficiencies of schools that do not (Gee and Sperry. 1978). 
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De 1 i very System. The method of pro vi ding services to handicapped 
children. 
Exceptional Children. Children who deviate from the average in 
physical, mental, emotional, or social characteristics to such an extent 
that they require special educational facilities or services (Gee and 
Sperry, 1978). 
Free Appropriate Public Education--Special Education and related 
services which: (1) have been provided at public expense. under public 
supervision and direction, and without charge; (2) meet the standards of 
the State Educational Agency; {3) include an appropriate preschool, ele-
mentary, or secondary school education in the state involved; and (4) are 
provided in conformity with the individualized education program (Educa-
tion for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, 1977). 
Handicapped Children. The mentally retarded~ hard of hearing. deaf, 
speech impaired, visually handicapped~ seriously emotionally disturbed, 
orthopedically impaired, or other health impaired; or children with spe-
cific learning disabilities, who by reason thereof, require Special Ed-
ucation and related services (Educational for All Handicapped Children 
Act of 1975, 1977). 
Interlocal. Any legal entity which relates to educational services 
and is limited to one or more of the following: special education, voca-
tional education, career education. media services. curriculum develop-
ment, and i nservi ce training for staff programs (Kansas Statutes Anno-
tated, 12-2904, 72-8230). 
Least Restrictive Environment. The concept of the handicapped stu-
dent placed in the least segregated environment in which an appropriate 
educational program can still be delivered. The handicapped child 1 S 
educational environment should not deviate from that made available to 
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nonhandicapped children. except to the extent that the individual 
educational needs of the child dictate the change (Oklahoma Policies and 
Procedures for Special Education, 1991). 
Public Law 94-142. The purpose of this act was to assure that all 
handicapped children have available to them a free appropriate public 
education which emphasizes special education and related services de-
signed to meet their unique needs, to assure that the rights of handi-
capped children and their parents or guardians are protected, to assist 
states and localities to provide for the education of all handicapped 
children, and to assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to edu-
cate handicapped children {Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 
1975, 1977). 
Related Services. Transportation and such developmental, correc-
tive, and other supportive service (including speech pathology and 
audiology, psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, 
recreation, and medical and counseling services, except that such medical 
services shall be for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) as may be 
required to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special education, 
and includes the early identification and assessment of handicapping 
conditions in children (Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 
197 5' 1977) • 
Special Education. Specially designed instruction, at no cost to 
parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child, 
including classroom instruction, instruction in physical education, home 
instruction, and instruction in hospitals and institutions (Education for 
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, 1977). 
Special Education Director Any administrator recognized publicly as 
the head of the Special Education Program with considerable authority to 
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plan, organize, budget, and otherwise control the program (Marro and 
Kohl~ 1981). 
Supervision. Instruction that school personnel do with adults and 
things to maintain or change the school operation in ways that directly 
influence the teaching processes employed to promote pupil learning. It 
is directed toward both maintaining and improving the teaching-learning 
processes of the school (Harris, 1985). 
Sununary 
The role and responsibility of each school organization for the 
education of all handicapped children is well defined in P.L. 94-142. 
However~ the roles and responsibi-lities of directors of special education 
are nearly as varied and diverse as the number of school organizations 
found in Oklahoma and Kansas. With such ambiguity existing in the 
schools regarding the functional tasks in special education administra-
tion, the researcher limited the study to only one area in administrative 
training--supervision. Supervision was listed as a prerequisite for 
admission into the training program for directors of special education in 
Kansas. The relationship of supervision to special education becomes 
clearer when the focus is placed on the improvement of the instructional 
program and designed instruction to meet the unique needs of a handi-
capped child. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
In reviewing the literature on leadership in special education pro-
grams~ several areas have been identified for emphasis: the training 
programs for directors of special education, specific training programs 
for directors of special education, and the leadership role of directors 
of special education. 
Training Programs for Directors of 
Special Education 
The education profession has a continuing commitment to improve the 
quality of teacher and administrator training programs, and ultimately, 
to improve the quality of education for all American children and youth. 
This commitment is exemplified by the advocacy of equal opportunity, 
unlimited access, unconditional acceptance, and total responsiveness to 
individual differences. The support for the education of all exceptional 
individuals is not only an endorsement of a mandate, which is the cul-
mination of a struggle on behalf of a neglected minority, it exists as 
part of our continuing quest for quality education to maximize the poten-
tial of each individual (Corrigan, 1978). Corrigan found that: 
Such a concept of education requires a modification of existing 
roles as well as the creation of new roles. The professional 
educator will need to be a person with new skills, attitudes, 
and personal qualities--a person who is a non-traditional 
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thinker, one who is a change agent, a conserver of human re-
sources, one who values knowledge production. His/her orienta-
tion will be dynamic, based on a continuing renewal concept of 
knowledge, attitude, and behavior acquisition. This profes-
sional is an accepting person--capable of giving unconditional 
acceptance to students• differences, as well as recognition to 
the contributions of parents and others who share responsibil-
ity for a child 1 s education. He/she is trained as a member of 
a differentiated instructional team, able to utilize both human 
and technological resources, able to function as a team member 
--sometimes in a leadership role, other times as a supportive 
observer, sometimes as a catalyst, and other times as a con-
sumer of technical assistance (p. 45). 
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It is the task of schools, colleges, and departments of education engaged 
in the preparation of professional educators to design training programs 
responsive to their needs. 
Looking back at training programs for administrators and directors 
of special education, it appears that in 1906, Teachers College, Columbia 
University in New York was the first to offer a course in administration 
of special education. A few other universities followed by adding one 
course, usually an elective, to be taken when something more suitable was 
not available that semester (Henderson, 1968). 
Very few universities had faculty members who were qualified, or who 
desired to teach a course in special education administration. The qual-
ified, well prepared, experienced administrator of special education was 
out in the field working and at salaries which were unavailable to the 
university faculty (Henderson, 1968). 
Connor (1966) noted that in the third year (1965) of P.L. 88-164, 
the U.S. Office of Education announced that fellowships would be avail-
able for preparation in special education administration, as well as 
disability categories. The provisions of these grants were geared toward 
stimulating variations in administrator preparation, advancing new and 
creative trends for advanced students, and employing full time university 
personnel specializing in special education administration. 
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Henderson (1968) stated that, even with P.L. 85-926, allowing each 
state two graduate fellowships for preparing 11 ••• leadership personnel 
for the mentally retarded 11 (p. 381), university programs did not change 
dramatically. However, with the extension of .P.L 85-926 to all areas of 
the handicapped by the amendments contained in P.L. 88-164, a separate 
category of administration and supervision programs was established, with 
a special ad hoc committ~e developed to evaluate proposals for funding. 
The first committee took the position that any preparation program for 
administrators should be an identifiable program of study at the advanced 
graduate level, with qualified, experienced staff members devoting major 
effort to the program exclusively. 
Implicit in the directives of P.L. 85-926, as amended by Title III 
of P.L. 88-164, is the notion that state and local leadership personnel 
in special education require a somewhat unique and specific kind of pro-
fessional apprenticeship if they are to fulfill their leadership role and 
function--servicing handicapped children and youth. Granted, their basic 
role was in the field of public education and much of their training and 
background had a commonality with regular education, but it was essen-
tial, nonetheless, that special education state directors and supervisors 
be selected on the basis of special training9 special experiences, spe-
cial merit, and demonstrated leadership ability (Milazzo and Blessing, 
1964). 
Several areas should be explored when considering training and ac-
crediting directors and supervisors of special education. They were 
listed by Milazzo and Blessing (1964) as follows: 
1. The background of experience and preparation which is most 
valuable for both directors and supervisors is the field of 
education rather than psychology. social work, medicine, or 
some other closely related discipline. 
2. Personnel asp1r1ng to leadership positions in state level 
service will receive more training and experience in col-
lege and university regional centers which have been ac-
credited in the areas of supervision and coordination of 
local and state programs for exceptional children. These 
centers will have already been previously accredited for 
teacher preparation in general and in several areas of 
special education by national accrediting agencies. 
3. Centers for training state and local leadership personnel 
should meet as high level qualifications and criteria as 
those applied by the Commissioner of Education to recipi-
ents of Section 1 fellowships under P.L. 85-926. Since, in 
many of the regional centers staff members will undoubtedly 
be utilized in both: {a) teacher training, and {b) ad-
vanced preparation of directors and supervisors, accredita-
tion should be based upon ability to provide adequately for 
training of the latter group. 
4. Accredited programs in supervision and coordination should 
serve broad areas on a reg i ona 1 basis, as there is cur-
rently a dearth of skilled experienced instructors in this 
phase of the total special education program. 
5. Accredited training centers should have developed coopera-
tive arrangements with extra-school agencies and resources 
to assure leadership trainees opportunities for diverse 
kinds of observation, field experiences, and internships. 
Provisions of these additional training arrangements will 
insure candidates of broad experiential backgrounds and 
will fill gaps in these backgrounds where indicated. 
6. In educational centers where training is designed to equip 
individuals for college teacher training and special educa-
tion research, provision should be made for the cooperative 
utilization of these staff members in the graduate level 
training of supervisory and director personnel. 
7. In these educational centers, accreditation will have al-
ready been obtained, or be sought, for the undergraduate 
preparation of teaching personnel in at least two {and 
preferably more) areas of exceptionality. This would also 
conceivably include the advanced preparation of graduate 
level personnel in at least two areas of special education. 
Breadth in theory and practice opportunities in special 
education should be the'criteria sought. 
8. It is assumed that candidates seeking training in an ad-
vanced program of special education supervision or coordi-
nation will have already met the requirements for teaching, 
both in the major area of exceptionality and in the teach-
ing of normal children. Candidates lacking this experience 
background should be required to fulfill this requirement 
through tailored course sequences and teaching internships 
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before being recommended as competent to serve as a state 
supervisor, coordinator, or director of special education. 
9. It is presumed that trainees would be required to have a 
comprehensive understanding of general educational adminis-
tration and/or supervisory functions, as well as the re-
lated aspects of the relationships of special education to 
general education. 
10. Graduates of these training institutions would meet state 
certification requirements in ·supervision and/or adminis-
tration developed through reciprocal agreements by cooper-
ating state departments in the states served on a regional 
basis. 
11. The status and training of the special education director 
and/or supervisor is currently such that consideration 
needs to be given by the states to the development of sep-
arate and distinct certification standards for these spe-
cialists. Such a provision would call for mutual agreement 
among the states with respect to training and accreditation 
standards and would require reciprocity of certification 
regulations (pp. 130-131). 
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The whole process for personnel preparation programs with a clear 
special education administration identity was initiated by Milazzo and 
Blessing (1964). They pointed out the need for specific training pro-
grams that resulted in the awarding of program development grants from 
the U.S. Office of Education from 1965 to 1970. The awards were distri-
buted to 19 institutions· for the development of a categorical program of 
special education administration. Vance and Howe (1974) did a study as a 
follow-up to the awarding of the grants from the U.S. Office of Education 
/Bureau of Education for the handicapped {USOE/BEH). The major purpose 
of the investigation was to compare the USOE/BEH trainees with normative 
data available on special education administrators nationwide, to deter-
mine the present status of the former students of special education ad-
ministration who had received fellowships from USOE/BEH from 1965 through 
the spring of 1971, and to examine the relevance of certain components of 
the university training program as perceived by the former students. 
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Administrative leadership positions in special education were held 
by 120 (57. 7%} of the former students out of the 108 (91. 6%} of the 
nationwide population who responded. Leadership positions were defined 
as: 
1. Positions in which the administrator was responsible for three 
or more categories of exceptionality and spent 50% or more of his/her 
time in the administration and supervision of special education programs. 
2. State and federal regulatory and leadership position, such as 
state directors or coordinators of special education. 
3. Administrators of special education programs and projects, such 
as principals of schools for the deaf or mentally retarded and directors 
of Title III special education projects. 
Vance and Howe (1974} stated that it appeared that the grant program 
was successful in increasing the supply of trained personnel. The fol-
lowing is a summary from that investigation: 
1. Universities and USOE/BEH should intensify their efforts to 
forecast manpower needs in special education administration. The current 
practice is one almost exclusively of training personnel at the doctoral 
level. This is expensive, time consuming, and ignores the need for 
training at the subdoctoral level for those individuals just beginning a 
career at the management level in special education. 
2. Universities show little evidence of training significant num-
bers of women and members of various minority groups for leadership roles 
in administration. 
3. Training institutions need to formalize regular feedback mechan-
isms as one way of evaluating their curricula and of providing a basis 
for change. The internship is viewed as particularly valuable and needs 
strengthening in some universities. 
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4. The role of the administrator of special education is becoming 
more complex as the field moves away from a separate system of special 
classes and isolated programs to more of a mainstreaming approach of 
support to the regular class teacher. Such a change of emphasis had 
implications for training of directors and suggests the need for more 
competence in general administrative processes and practices. Full cer-
tification in general school administration would seem to be a desirable 
component of the training program. 
5. Largely as a result of the recent entrance of the courts into 
programs for the handicapped, the director of special education needs 
the skill of being able to understand 11 due process 11 and to organize pro-
grams of alternatives for children which guarantee the rights of the 
handicapped. 
Attention to the training of supervisors in special education was 
the mission of another BEH-funded special training project at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin. The Special Education Supervisory Training 
(SEST) Project, from 1972-75 focused on the identification of competen-
cies needed for the improvement of instructional leadership in special 
education (Burrello and Sage, 1979). 
After the initial beginning, only a handful of other institutions 
initiated training programs, while a few of the programs were discon-
tinued after federal funds were no longer available. Nowhere outside of 
that small group of institutional training programs had there been any 
concerted, goal-directed efforts made for administrative personnel prep-
aration. The individuals occupying leadership positions in special ed-
ucation came from other than 11 official 11 training programs (Burrello and 
Sage, 1979). 
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The initial development of training programs for special education 
administrators from 1965 to 1970 took place almost exclusively within the 
department of speci a 1 education, rather than the department of educa-
tional administration. It reflected the normative primary identification 
of the role and predicted the philosophic slant found in the programs 
(Burrello and Sage, 1979). 
However, Burrello and Sage (1979) noticed that special education 
administration training programs evolved from the same general educa-
tional administrators• training programs that were designed to prepare 
superintendents, principals, school business managers, educational 
planners ands in more recent times, personnel directors, contract nego-
tiators, and so on. The developers of the special education administra-
tion programs observed that the special education administrators had to 
possess the same credentials, talk the same language, and sometimes bid 
for the same positions as those vying for superintendencies. This cre-
ated a situation where the curriculum drew from the same courses, train-
; ng activities, and foundations as the general administrative training 
programs. Gearheart (1977) observed that a majority of special education 
administrators spend one fourth to one half of their time on what might 
be called general administrative duties and responsibilities. They are 
duties that require reviewing requisitions for· curriculum materials or 
equipment: preparing the budget for the following year, getting the 
wheels in motion for preparation of reimbursement claims, meeting with 
the superintendent • s cabinet, meeting with the director of elementary 
education regarding additional space needs for next year, consulting with 
parents or with visiting educators, meeting with the architects relative 
to special education needs in a building being planned, meeting with 
university officials regarding staff needs of the undergraduate training 
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programs, interviewing teacher applicants, meeting with state or federal 
officials about proposed legislation or any of a hundred similar day-to-
day responsibilities. Nevin (1979) noticed that the specialists drew 
from the generalists more than the generalists drew from the specialists, 
indicating that a need existed for reorientation in educational admin-
istration programs, if all exceptional children were to be served well 
in the regular and special classrooms. Nevin believed that teachers, 
principals, and supervisors should receive specialized training, which 
included training from research data designating effective instructional 
programs for exceptional children, as well as keeping data-based records, 
planning programs, interpreting mandates, assisting in program redesign, 
assessing training needs, and using evaluation data from program 
revision. 
Stiles and Pettibone (1980) completed a study to determine the 
status of training and certification of the education administrators in 
the field of special education throughout the United States. The results 
from their investigation found that 23 of the states did not require 
separate special education administrative credentials. 
As a follow-up to the Stiles and Pettibone (1980) study, Bennett 
(1985) conducted a survey to the 23 states that did not require special 
education administrative certification to see if their certification 
requirement had changed. It was reported that Mississippi, Montana, 
North Carolina, Ohio, and Texas had installed separate special education 
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administrative credentials. Missouri and New Hampshire were to initiate 
the certification requirement beginning in September, 1986. Only Cali-
fornia 9 Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 
York, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and West Vir-
-ginia did not require specific certification for special education 
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directors. Corrigan (1978) felt that educators should eliminate the 
dualism of special educatiorl'r-regular education in the colleges of educa-
tion. Stiles and Pettibone agreed that separate administrative certifi-
cation in special education was not desirable. 
Summary 
Whether the dualistic educational environment is liked or not, it 
exists. This is visible in our schools, universities, and state 
departments of education. If this situation is to be corrected, a 
restructuring of the concept of speci a 1 educat ion/regu 1 ar education in 
these three entities would have to take place. At this time, there is 
nothing to indicate this is under consideration in Oklahoma. 
Specific Training Programs for Directors 
of Special Education 
From 1972-75, the Special Education Supervisory Training (SEST) 
Project focused on the identification of competencies needed for the 
improvement of instructional leadership in special education. The SEST 
Project identified three domains: problem solving, human relations 9 and 
supervisory instructional leadership. This implied a distinction between 
the training for manager/administrator versus program supervisor. When 
the role of special education director is examined, the skills needed 
become clearer and the training program requirements are more easily 
identifiable. Even though there are variations from program to program. 
certain areas should be covered, such as: 
1. Policy planning (needs assessment, advisory task force utiliza-
tion, forecasting, long-range goal setting). 
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2. Change management (diffusion of innovation, utilization of 
knowledge, organization development). 
3. Advocacy promotion (client involvement, assurance of due pro-
cess, consumer rights). 
4. Conflict accoRillodation (role differentiation, tolerance of am-
biguity, personnel contract negotiation) {Burrello and Sage, 1979). 
Hender.son (1968) stated that another problem facing universities in 
preparing dir:-ectors and supervisors was th~ extreme variations of job 
expectations existing between the states. Some considerations for the 
type of service required are: population density, urban versus rural, 
declining versus increasing school population. 
In her study, Nevin (1979) found a_ training need, acknowledged by 
general education administrators, to acquire and maintain current knowl-
edge of research, trends, and programs for the effective education of 
handicapped learners. Connor (1966) stated that many questions for spe-
cific training standards are answered when the program is based upon the 
twin foundations of general education administration and its relation-
ships to special education. Most general education administration pro-
grams set their entrance requirements and minimum preparation standards 
at two to three years of graduate study from an accredited institution of 
higher learning. The master's degree work should be in a teaching field 
of special education and should vary in length and specifics according to 
prior training. The sixth or seventh year of graduate work in special 
education administration requires an emphasis upon professional compe-
tence rather than research skills. 
Prior to P.L. 94-142, Milazzo and Blessing (1964, p. 131) suggested 
that trainees 11 • be required to have a comprehensive understanding of 
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general education administration and/or supervisory functions as well as 
the related aspects of the relationships of special education to general 
education." Milazzo and Blessing included this statement in a paper on 
the training of administrators and supervisors: 
Greater attention [should] be directed to the involvement of 
prospective special education leadership personnel in intern-
ship activities, particularly at the state department level. 
Clarification. of desirable internship and practical experiences 
is indicated in this area to assure the provision of necessary 
breadth in experiential background (p. 140). 
An internship is defined as the full-time assignment to a particular 
setting for a block of time (several weeks, a semester, a year), during 
which time a broad scope of observations, participation, and work activi-
ties is involved. This is different from a practicum experience, defined 
as an isolated, single, or brief experience of limited duration. A prac-
ticum exper·ience would incorporate, for example, a one-day observation of 
a special class or program and periodic inservice meetings with teachers, 
or working intermittently on a bulletin or publication. 
Willenberg (1964} also expressed concern that colleges and universi-
ties were offering courses in special education leadership without the 
basic tool of a textbook on the subject. Willenberg stated: 
In any event, it is becoming increasingly evident that formula-
tion and solution of basic administrative problems in special 
education must not remain the exclusive province of any single 
group of school management specialist (p. 194). 
Connor (1966) proposed that special education administrators be 
certified for· their position at the master's level, plus 30 semester 
hours with a minimum of three years of teaching experience while they 
continued their coursework towards a doctorate in education. Connor's 
plan included a post master's program (30 graduate semester hours) con-
taining courses in: 
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a. Fundamentals of Administration (12 hrs.) 
1) General education administration (6 hrs.) 
2) General education administration (6 hrs.) 
b. Administrative Internship (up to 6 hrs. 5 at least one 
semester full-time) 
c. Advanced study of an exceptionality (6 hrs.) 
d. Concomitant fields (6 hrs.) (p. 165). 
Geer (1966) felt that because special education was an integral part 
of the educational effort of the community~ the special education admin-
istrator should have a background in general education. General educa-
tion courses should be included in the training program. This could be 
accomplished by identifying the major administrative and supervisory 
functions necessary for an effective program and developing a curriculum 
to address these functions. Geer listed 15 areas of content dealing with 
various administrative and supervisory functions. 
Henderson (1968) indicated a strong need to develop internships in 
local, state, and national offices providing services to exceptional 
children. The responsibilities of a special education director are com-
plex and numerous and should be attempted only after a period of close, 
continuous contact for a substantial period of time. Only through a 
year-long, full-time internship can the necessary skills and techniques 
be acquired before assuming direct responsibilities as a director. 
Summary 
There are many concerns regarding the training of directors of spe-
cial education existing in the research literature. Issues regarding the 
necessity of offering programs with special standards for training di-
rectors of special education are considered in the light of the value of 
requiring general education courses along with special education courses, 
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and the need for an internship prior to certification with hours above 
the master•s level. Other related problems include: acquiring appropri-
ate textbooks, developing a curriculum that addresses the needs of a 
diverse student population, and maintaining a higher level of expertise 
in the instructional staff in the institutions of higher education. 
Leadership Role of the Director of 
Special Education 
In 1963, Connor made the statement that educational administration 
was the art of leadership for school programs. As part of that school 
program, special education administrators must be knowledgeable about the 
attitudes and competencies that make up the field of general education. 
Administrators of special education should recognize that the foundations 
of their profession lie in educational administration. Administration is 
common to all human organization. It is the process of directing and 
controlling life in some kind of social structure. 11 For special 
education. the field of social science is represented by education 11 (Con-
nor, 1963~ p. 43). 
Raske (1979) felt that his study indicated that the duties of gen-
eral administrators and special education administrators were very sim-
ilar. The major difference between the two was the amount of time 
allocated to the various tasks. 
Maher and Bennett (1984) made the statement that administrative 
services coordinate all aspects of the special education service delivery 
system. The responsibility of making the system work is left up to the 
management branch. Administrative services focus on programs handling 
demands and constraints of the delivery systems, including student case 
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management, program-compliance monitoring and reporting, program planning 
and evaluation, cost analysis, and staff supervision. 
Mackie and Engel (1955) made the following comment pertaining to the 
role of special education directors and supervisors: 
This deepened understanding of elements which contribute to 
effective leadership is needed by directors and supervisors 
themselves as a basis for measuring their own competency; by 
school systems as a basis for the selection of directors; by 
colleges and universities offering professional preparation for 
special educators as a basis for the development of curriculum 
(p. 2). 
From their study emerged 11 different competency areas needed by the 
special education leader. The list included: 
1. Personal competencies. 
2. Administration and leadership. 
3. Evaluation and development of programs. 
4. Teacher recruitment and selection. 
5. Motivating professional development of staff. 
6. Supervision. 
7. Budget and finance. 
8. Research. 
9. Coordination with community agencies. 
10. Legislative procedures. 
11. Public relations (Mackie and Engel, 1955. p. 399). 
Mayer (1982) defined the following terms to clear up any confusion 
regarding roles, functions, and tasks as they are applied to special 
education administrators. Mayer•s definitions were: 
1. Role is a general term that defines an area of responsibil-
ity. For example, an individual functions in a leadership 
role. 
2. Functions are action-oriented responsibilities that relate 
to the more general role. For example, it is a function of 
the principal•s leadership role to involve staff and stu-
dents in the process of new program development. Functions 
are subsets of roles. 
3. Tasks are the operational, day-to-day actions that contri-
bute to acc01nplishment of one•s assigned functions. For 
example, it is an administrator•s task to meet with the 
faculty to discuss implementation of a new special educa-
tion class. Tasks are subsets of functions (pp. 116-117). 
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Mackie and Engel {1955) felt that the most important ability for a 
special education director was the ability. to give leadership to the 
entire special education program, from selection of qualified staff to 
integrating the special education programs into the regular school~ to 
communicating effectively with parents. 
Wisland and Vaughan (1964) did a study with 180 individuals who 
spent a minimum of 50% of their time in administration and supervision of 
special education programs. The purpose was to identify the kinds of 
problems directors and supervisors of special education programs experi-
enced in 13 western states and to see if there was a relationship to the 
size of the programt type of program, and length of time the individual 
had been employed in his/her current position. Their study did not find 
a significant difference regarding problems related to the size. type of 
program, or experience. However, they were able to identify problem 
areas that implied a need for training programs. The major problem iden-
tified from this study was obtaining adequately prepared personnel. 
In a study by Marro and Kohl (1981) it was found that when special 
education administrators were asked the primary reasons for becoming an 
administrator of special education, about one third indicated they con-
sidered administration especially important, and 22.8% said they were 
encouraged by others. Others, (13.5%) responded that they preferred 
administration and supervision to classroom teaching. A few indicated 
the reason was to have a larger income. while others viewed it as a 
personal challenge. Marro and Kohl defined the special education ad-
ministrator as the one who usually deals directly with the superintendent 
or assistant superintendent and is involved with the total special educa-
tion program. The criteria for selecting an administrator for special 
education were: 11 (a) that he administer three or more categories or 
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exceptionality and, (b) that he spend 50 percent or more of his time in 
affairs pertaining to administration and supervision 11 (Marro and Kohl, 
1981, p. 6). 
Podemski et al. (1984) described the role of special education 
administrator as a position not on the same level of authority, control, 
and decision-making responsibility as professional school administrators, 
but as performing assigned tasks designated by the administration. They 
also observed that in larger districts, a director or supervisor may be 
assigned to an assistant supervisor; in smaller districts, the director 
or supervisor may be relatively independent and autonomous. It then 
becomes apparent that conflict and confusion may arise from unclear 
administrative rules and procedures. However, special education direc-
tors are not necessarily considered in the subordinate position and 
should be able to work effectively with building principals. The compe-
tencies viewed as being effective were: 
1) to assist in the development of procedures and policies and 
in the evaluation of programs, 2) coordinate pupil servicess 3) 
assist in recruitment . and coordination of special education 
personnel, 4) work effectively with all administrators, 5) 
assist in the development of the budget, 6) establish public 
relations, 7) manage reporting procedures and monitor necessary 
paperwork, 8) assist in staffing procedures and in the coor-
dination of support services within the school and from the 
external community, 9) provide accurate information to internal 
personnel and external audiences, 10) monitor compliance pro-
cedures, and 11) assist in diagnosis, placement, and instruc-
tional planning (Podemski et al., 1984, pp. 4-5). 
Mayer (1982) believed that special education administrators should 
be trained extensively in .their field in order to be prepared for the 
responsibil-ities inherent within their roles. Because of the demands for 
their services, special education administrators usuany devote 100% of 
their time functioning in that role in medium-sized or larger school 
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districts. The administrator is expected to be a technical adviser upon 
whom others can depend for assistance. 
Mayer (1982) combined his personal experiences and observations with 
information from other experts in the field; i.e., Newman (1970), Raske 
(1979), Nevin (1979) Marro and Kohl (1981). and Burrello and Sage (1979) 
to compile a list of roles and functions for special education 
administrators. A summary of the list is: (1) program advocate, (2) 
compliance monitoring, (3) program planning, (4) program implementation 
(for the system and for individual pupils), (5) program operation or 
maintenance, (6) consulting, (7) working with parents, (8) legi slat ion, 
and (9) personnel. 
Lamb and Burrello (1979) noticed that special education administra-
tors have been ardent developers of new programs and services for handi-
capped children. Poland et al. (1982) had the impression that directors 
of special education are often considered to be among the best informed 
individuals regarding the legal .and practical issues of assessment and 
decision making. 
Evans (1980) discovered from her study that more time is needed for 
consultation between classroom teachers and resource personnel. Also, 
the results suggested that professional groups recognize the need to 
employ special educators to function as consultants. 
Whatever role, function, or task the special education director 
performs, research documents the need for extensive training in the areas 
of special education and educational administration. An examination of 
the functions of the directors will serve to define their role in the 
delivery of special education services. The extent of administrative 
duties is regulated by the local districts• policies and needs. The 
needs are usually dictated by the size of the student population and 
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school district. However, regardless of the size or number of children 
being served, there are certain requirements to be in compliance with 
P.L. 94-142. The role of director of special education in the delivery 
of services to handicapped children cannot be underestimated. He/she 
plays a vital leadership role in maintaining excellence in special educa-
tion programming. 
Leadership in education comes from many sources--teachers, parents, 
administrators, politicians, supervisors, professional associations, and 
business people--to name a few. A large recurring question about leader-
ship concerns instruction, improvement of instruction, and instructional 
change that is of high quality. Instructional improvement has long been 
recognized as the unique role for supervisors of instruction. The mas-
tery of an array of professional supervisory competencies is a first 
essenti a 1 step in assuming 1 eadershi p for improving education {Harris, 
1976). 
Harris (1976) identified and carefully defined the required compe-
tencies to fulfill or discharge the duties of a supervisor. Table I 
outlines 24 professional supervisory competencies which have been fairly 
well substantiated. 
In Table II 9 Wisland and Vaughan 1 s (1964) areas under which major 
problems were grouped after data were collected from directors and super-
visors in 13 western states are shown. A major problem was described as 
one that required a great deal of time, many decisions. and/or was con-
sidered to be of major importance to the program. A categorical rating 
of one meant a problem was of major importance; a rating of five implied 
that it was not considered a problem. The lower the mean rating, the 
more important the problem was considered by the rater. Table III shows 
the 10 most significant problems and their mean ratings. This grouping 
TABLE I 
CRITICAL PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISORY COMPETENCY TITLES 
A De:~~~loping Curriculum 
A-1 Setting instructional goals 
A-2 Designing instructional goals 
A-3 Developing and adapting curricula 
B Developing Learning Resources 
B-1 Evaluating and selecting learning materials 
B-2 Producing learning materials 
B-3 Evaluating the utilization of learning resources 
C Staffing for Instruction 
C-1 Developing a staffing plan 
C-2 Recruiting and selecting personnel 
C-3 Assigning personnel 
D Organizing for Instruction 
D-1 Revising existing structures 
D-2 Assimilating programs 
D-3 Monitoring new arrangements 
E Utilizing Supporting Services 
E-1 Analyzing and securing services 
E-2 Orienting and Utilizing specialized personnel 
E-3 Scheduling Services 
E-4 Evaluating the utilization of services 
F Providing Inservice Education 
F-1 Supervising in a clinical mode 
F-2 Planning for individual growth 
F-3 Designing inservice training sessions 
F-4 Conducting inservice training sessions 
F-5 Training for leadership roles 
G Relating to Public 
G-1 Informing the public 
G-2 Involving the public 
G-3 Utilizing public opinion 
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TABLE II 
MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS OF ADMINISTRATORS AND 
SUPERVISORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION IN THE 
13 WESTERN STATES 
Problem Areas Grand Means 
Self-Directed Study and Research 
Student Personnel 
Communication 
Supervision 
Professional Personnel 
Policies and Procedures 
Education of the Public 
Finance 
TABLE III 
MOST SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS 
Problem Statement 
Obtaining adequately prepared personnel 
2.69 
2.77 
2.78 
2.86 
2.89 
2.97 
3.02 
3.53 
Adequately providing for the multiply handicapped child 
Helping parents understand their exceptional child 
Adequately providing for all types of exceptional children 
Having adequate time to carry out active research 
Counseling parents 
Developing curriculum for the different types of 
of exceptional children 
Starting new programs for exceptional children not 
previously included in your program 
Developing new programs and services to expand the 
program for exceptional children 
Obtaining adequate physical facilities for the instructional 
phase of the special education program, such as classrooms, 
therapy rooms, counseling rooms, and examining rooms 
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Mean Rating 
1.67 
2.07 
2.13 
2.22 
2.24 
2.28 
2.33 
2.34 
2.39 
2.42 
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indicated a problem in obtaining adequately prepared personnel as the 
major problem in the 13 western states. (Tables II and III were taken 
from Wisland and Vaughan (1964). p. 89.) 
The major problem areas and their subproblems identified from Wis-
land and Vaughan•s (1964) study could be of value in forming basic guides 
in developing programs for training administrative and supervisory per-
sonnel in special education. 
Leadership is essential to the strength of any organization and 
greatly enhances its ability to be productive. Although school adminis-
trators are conditioned, badgered, and rewarded for being maintenance 
people, it is their insight, vision, and commitment that raises their 
schools to lofty heights and keeps them there. While it is possible that 
leader·ship has been in short supply in the schools~ Fillbrandt (1988) 
felt that supervision and leadership working together would be the tools 
for instructional leaders as we forge into the twentieth century. 
Summary 
Training programs for special education directors were in response 
to a commitment made to improve the quality of education and to maximize 
the potential of all children. Colleges and universities showing a genu-
ine interest in preparing professional educators felt a need to design 
training programs responsive to the needs of special education adminis-
trators. The first known course in special education administration was 
in 1906 at Columbia University, New York. From this beginning. special 
education administrative courses continued to be offered at various col-
leges and universities, although sparingly. until 1965, when federal 
grants were a\·Jdrded by the U.S. Office of Education to stimulate advanced 
programs for special education directors. After the initial beginning. 
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only a few new programs were added at other institutions. Some of the 
federally funded programs were discontinued when funds were no longer 
available. It was noted that most special education administrative 
training programs had evolved from the same courses, training activities, 
and foundations as general administrative programs. One of the biggest 
differences discovered between general and special education administra-
tors was the amount of time spent on the various administrative tasks. 
Out of various research projects, 1 ists of competency areas emerged as 
skills needed to be a special education leader. A recurring question 
about leadership concerns the improvement of instruction. Harris (1976) 
stated that the first step in assuming the leadership for improving edu-
cation was by becoming competent in the critical supervisory skills. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Introduction 
The design of the study was to provide descriptive data that would 
reveal differences existing in the self-perceived supervisory skills 
between certified and noncertified special education directors. The 
comparison of self-perceived supervisory competencies among special edu-
cation directors categorized according to district size, gender, and 
experience was studied. 
Population 
The population consisted of selected Kansas and Oklahoma directors 
of special education in 1988. The Kansas State Department of Education. 
Special Education Section, provided the list of 11 Local Directors of Spe-
cial Education 11 in Kansas. The Kansas directors of special education 
were employed in the organizational structures of the Local Educational 
Agency, Cooperative Program, or Interlocal. A list of Oklahoma Special 
Education Directors was obtained from the Oklahoma Directors of Special 
Services (ODSS). The ODSS's organizational membership list reflected 
statewide participation and was more extensive than the names provided in 
the Oklahoma directory published by the State of Oklahoma. The Oklahoma 
directors of special education were employed in either a Local Educa-
tional Agency or a Cooperative Program. The researcher polled only those 
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individuals who held the title of director of special education from each 
entity. 
The Kansas directors were selected because they were required to 
hold special education certification as Director of Special Education, in 
order to be employed in that position. This certification required spe-
cific experience and coursework. The requirements were specified by the 
I 
universities and successful completion was necessary to be eligible for 
certification (Appendix A). Oklahoma special education directors are not 
required by the Oklahoma State Department of Education to be certified as 
directors or to have specific training in any specified area. Only if 
the salary of the director of special education in Oklahoma is derived 
from the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (1977), Part B 
(EHA-B) federal funds, is there a requirement for certification in at 
least one area of special education~ This money is given to the Oklahoma 
State Department of Education by the U.S. Department of Education, Spe-
cial Education Programs (SEP), to flow through to local education agen-
cies contingent upon their application for the funds based on the number 
of identified handicapped children in their loca 1 district (Oklahoma 
Policies and Procedures for Special Educations 1991). 
There were 96 names on the Kansas 1988 Directors of Special Educa-
tion membership 1 i st. The survey was sent to the 72 members who fe 11 
under the category of Director of Special Education for their entity, 
providing information from only one person in that particular organiza-
tional structure. On the list were directors of special education from 
the following organizational structures: 27 Local Educational Agencies, 
29 Cooperatives, and 16 Interlocals. No private or special schools were 
included in the study. A local educational agency is a unified school 
system and serves only that one system. Cooperative programs have a 
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unified school district as their sponsor, but they may have a number of 
additional districts participating and contributing to the special educa-
tion services in a specific catchment area. An Interlocal has all the 
authority and respon~ibilities of a unified school district, but is a 
combination of several districts. The Interlocals may contract special 
education and other services to other school districts. 
Of the 133 members of the Oklahoma Directors of Special Services, 
only 77 fell under the title of director of special education for their 
LEA or Cooperative. The ODSS•s list included directors of special educa-
tion from 67 Local Educational Agencies and 10 Cooperative programs. The 
membership list included state department employees, private school rep-
resentatives, and multiple staff members from a single district who were 
not included in the research. Again, the individuals selected to partic-
ipate in the study were directors of special education representing one 
local educational agency or cooperative. 
Instrumentation 
Interest in exploring the supervisory skills among special education 
directors was sparked after learning of the Special Education Supervisory 
Training Project at the University of Texas in 1975, under the direction 
of Dr. Ben M. Harris. From this project came a set of competency specif-
ications for instructional supervisors (Appendix B). A variety of vali-
dation procedures used for this system included literature review, field 
testing, and at least one study of practitioners and scholars. However9 
these major competencies have not been validated with respect to the 
extent of their actual use, their contribution to the educational change 
process, or the extent to which they differentiate among types of posi-
tions in public schools (Bailey, 1986). According to Bailey, content 
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validity was not demonstrated by statistical analyses, but rather by 
practical consideration from reviewing the literature. The original 
Special Education Supervisory Training Project at the University of Texas 
at Austin jn 1975 developed a matrix analysis system that provided esti-
mates of supervisory competencies. The following authors• earlier works 
were studied and used as the basis for the assessment instrument: Bloom 
(1968), Eisner (1967), Garvey (1968), Mager (1968), Montague and Butts 
(1968), Popham (1968), Grolund (1970). Kibler, Barker, and Miles (1970), 
Houston (1972). Weber (1973), and Maxwell (1974). The list of authors 
was updated by Bailey and included: Carman (1970), Burch and Danley 
(1980), Dull (1981), Lovell and Wiles (1983), and Harris {1985) (Appendix 
C). 
From Harris• (1985) specifications, a competency assessment instru-
ment was produced with nine leadership-task areas. Later, Bailey (1986) 
simplified the supervisory competency assessment instrument for her doc-
toral research project by omitting from the survey sections D (Organizing 
for Instruction), E {Relating Special Pupil Services), G (Developing Pub-
1 ic Relations), and H (Providing Facilities for Instruction). The task 
areas of A (Curriculum Development), B (Materials Development), C (Staff-
ing). F {Inservice Education), and I {Evaluation) were considered to be 
the real core of a program of supervisory services and they identify the 
global areas of supervisory functions. They are the operational aspect 
of a we 11-ba 1 anced program of supervision. especially when improvement 
of, as distinguished from maintenance of, instructional practices is to 
be emphasized (Harris, 1985). Bailey gave the researcher permission to 
use the simplified "Self-Assessment of Supervisory Competencies 11 for this 
research project {Appendix D). 
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Information on reliability of the survey was not found in Bailey•s 
(1986) dissertation or in Document #7 (Revised), Special Education Super-
visor Training Project. Dr. Ben M. Harris was contacted by mail and 
telephone and substantiated the unavailability of statistical analysis 
for the instrument (Appendix D). In July of 1991, a split-half reliabil-
, ' 
ity test of the sample used in the study was completed through the Uni-
versity Computer Center at Oklahoma State University. Table IV displays 
the reliability analysis of this test. 
Reliability Coefficients 
Number of Cases = 66.0 
TABLE IV 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Correlation 
Number of Items = 30 
Equal /Unequal 
Scale Between Forms Spearman-Brown Split-Half 
A. Developing Curriculum 
B. Providing Materials 
C. Providing Staff 
F. Ar-ranging for Inservice 
I. Evaluating Instruction 
.5049 
.5760 
.5676 
.4656 
.3771 
.6710 
• .7310 
.7241 
.6354 
.5476 
.6466 
.7257 
.7234 
.6323 
.5280 
The results from the split-half reliability test indicated that 
major task area B (Providing Materials), had the highest reliability 
coefficient (.7310), and I (Evaluating Instruction) had the lowest co-
efficient (.5476). A reliability coefficient of 70 to 75 is satisfactory 
for group ana lyses (Tiedeman, 1972). Therefore, two major task areas 
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(Providing Materials and Providing Staff) may be interpreted satisfactor-
ily. However, Developing Curriculum, Arranging for Inservice, and Evalu-
ating Instruction should be interpreted with caution. 
The survey method was selected for its appropriateness for obtaining 
descriptive data from the populatiqn. The survey included 150 response 
items from five task areas, with ~0 response items in each of the fol-
lowing task areas (sections D, E, G, and H were omitted): 
A. Developing Curriculum 
B. Providing Materials 
c. Providing Staff 
F. Arranging for Inservice Education 
I. Evaluating Instruction 
These five task areas were more clearly defined and expanded to 23 sub-
competency areas that have been identified as being important in improv-
ing instruction: 
A.1 Setting Instructional Goals (10 items) 
A.2 Designing Instructional Units (11 items) 
A.3 Developing and Adapting Curriculum {9 items) 
8.1 Evaluating and Selecting Learning Materials (9 items) 
B.2 Producing Learning Materials (10 items) 
8.3 Evaluating Use of Learning Resources (11 items) 
C.1 Developing a Staffing Plan {10 items) 
C.2 Recruiting and Selecting Personnel (10 items) 
C.3 Assigning Personnel (10 items) 
F.l Supervising in a Clinical Mode (3 items) 
F.2 Planning for Individual Growth (3 items) 
F.3 Designing Training Sessions (3 items) 
F.4 Conducting Inservice (3 items) 
F.5 Training for Leadership Roles (3 items) 
F.6 Assessing Needs (3 items) 
F.7 Developing a Master Plan (3 items) 
F.B Writing Project Proposals (3 items) 
F.9 Designing Self-Instructional Modules {3 items) 
F.10 Designing a Training Program {3 items) 
1.1 Observing and Analyzing Teaching {9 items) 
1.2 Designing a Questionnaire (6 items) 
1.3 Interviewing In Depth (5 items) 
1.4 Analyzing and Interpreting Data {10 items) 
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Within the 23 major competencies were 150 activities identified as 
specific competencies. These activities became the questionnaire items. 
Specific statements were taken from the Developmental Supervisory Compe-
tency Assessment System (DeSCAS), were reviewed for clarity and reduced 
for brevity. Bailey {1986) also drew from Harris' DeSCAS the five major 
competency areas to develop the simplified form of a self-assessment 
survey of supervisory competencies. One activity from each task area was 
selected randomly and grouped into sets of five. The result \vas 150 
activities grouped into 30 clusters, consisting of five activities per 
group. To avoid a predictable pattern of sequence. the activities were 
scrambled. Once assembled, a forced-choice was required by the respond-
ents to select two items from each cluster that most accurately reflected 
perceptions of their own competencies. Written directions were used; 
i.e., "Check the two behaviors, out of the set of five supervisory behav-
iors, that best describe your capabil it ies 11 to instruct the respondents 
on how to complete the survey. 
Several respondents wrote comments on the returned survey distri-
buted by the researcher. These comments could be usefu 1 to others who 
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may wish to use this survey in the future. Some comments from the Kansas 
directors were as follows: 
1. Directors may also serve as the superintendents in some inter-
locals and the supervisory tasks mentioned in the questionnaire are per-
formed by other faculty members, committees, or subordinates and not 
necessarily by directors. 
2~ The survey was long, items were unclear, redundant, and ambig-
uous and did not realistically address what actually occurs in 11 the 
field. 11 
3. The practicality of the instrument is doubtful theory and 
dreams, which is usually far from reality. 
4. With all the administrative duties, little time is left for 
instructional involvement. 
5. The cover letter was addressed to the director of special educa-
tion and was not personalized. 
6. The items did not completely cover Kansas• special education 
directors• duties, and important areas relevant to Kansas were not in-
cluded in the questionnaire. 
There were fewer comments made by the Oklahoma directors. Some of 
their comments were the following: 
1. Words of encouragement. 
2. The district has a personnel director who hires all the staff. 
3. Training for the director•s position was by the predecessor, not 
the colleges or universities and special training programs. 
4. Certification for special education directors in Oklahoma is 
needed. 
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Field Testing of the Instrument 
Bailey {1986) field tested the simplified self-assessment survey of 
supervisory competencies on 41 educators (11 experienced teachers who 
were currently teaching in the classroom; 7 experienced supervisors, 
including persons with experience as instructional supervisors; 10 spe-
cialists; and 13 professors). 
The result indicated that the teachers perceived themselves compe-
tent in the task areas of Curriculum Development and Providing Materials. 
This was reflected in their mean choice scores of 26% in Curriculum De-
velopment and 25% in Providing Materials. These two areas were also 
considered to be important to success in that position. Developing Cur-
riculum (32%), Providing Materials (26%), and Providing Staff (26%) were 
viewed as the areas of most competence by the experienced supervisors. 
The specialists perceived themselves as most competent in the Evaluating 
Instruction (24%) and Arranging for Inservice Education (21%) task areas. 
Thirteen professors of educational administration from various uni-
versities were asked to complete the survey as experts in their field. 
The professors were to use their judgment in selecting what they believed 
to be the current competencies of supervisors in the field. They were 
asked not to assess their skills, but to offer their opinions on the 
items. The professors indicated that practicing supervisors should be 
most competent in Arranging for Inservice (34.74%) and Curriculum Devel-
opment {25.13%). It was their opinion that the area of highest compe-
tence should be the most important to the improvement of instruction. 
Looking at the response pdtterns between the four groups; a differ-
ence in the perceived competence was reflected between some of the group 
mean choice scores for the five task areas. The field test response 
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indicated that the questionnaire items could discriminate between various 
test groups; i.e. , the teacher group and experienced supervisor scored 
the highest in task area A, while the specialist scored higher in task 
area I {Table V). 
TABLE V 
MEAN CHOICE SCORES BY TASK AREAS FOR 
FIELD TEST RESPONDENTS 
Five Major Task Areas* 
Group Mean Scores A B c F 
Teacher Group (11) 26.27 25.00 13.45 16.36 
Experienced Supervisor (7) 32.29 26.71 26.71 15.43 
Specialist (10) 19.50 18.70 10.00 21.60 
Professors (13) 25.13 14.36 9.49 34.74 
I 
14.00 
13.29 
24.00 
15.00 
*A. Developing Curriculum, B. Providing Materials, C. Providing 
Staff, F. Arranging for Inservice, and I. Evaluating Instruction. 
Definition of Variables 
In this study, the 11 Self-Assessment of Supervisory Competencies11 
instrument was used to analyze the perceived supervisory competencies 
among certified directors of special education and noncertified directors 
of special education, male and female directors of special education, 
directors of various district size, and directors with various years of 
experience. The competence was the perception of the respondent. 
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Data Collection 
Each director of special education in Kansas was sent a 11 Self-
Assessment of Supervisory Competency 11 survey on February 1, 1989t with a 
stamped, addressed envelope for the survey to be mailed back (Appendix 
E). To increase the rate of return, a second mail out was made on May 
23, 1989 (Appendix F)$ The total response from the Kansas directors of 
special education was 24, and the breakdown was as follows: 16 from 
Local Educational Agenciesj 2 from Cooperatives, and 6 from Interlocals. 
This was a 33% response rate from the Kansas Directors of Speci a 1 
Education. 
The first attempt to involve the Oklahoma Directors of Special Edu-
cation was made on November 3, 1988, when the survey was distributed at a 
statewide meeting of the Oklahoma Directors of Special Services. The 
respondents were asked to read the directions on the questionnaire with-
out verbal instructions. This was followed up with the first mail out on 
January 5, 1989 (Appendix G). a second mailout on May 23, 1989 (Appendix 
F)~ and by personal contacts. Five letters were returned for individuals 
who had moved. and the letters were not forwardable. The responses rep-
resented 34 Local Educational Agencies and 8 Cooperatives. This was a 
55% response rate from the Oklahoma Directors of Special Education (Table 
VI). Out of the total number of respondents (66)1 there were 23 males 
and 43 females. 
The size of the intervals for the district data was selected by 
informal observation using the Tulsa County school districts as the 
sample and dividing the 16 districts into 3 groups according to the 1988-
89 ADA (Table VII). The 1988-89 Oklahoma Child Count Data Handbook 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSE RATE 
Special Education Directors # Polled # Returned Percentage 
Kansas 
Oklahoma 
22 
77 
TABLE VII 
24 
42 
33 
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TULSA COUNTY 1988-89 ADA AND CHILD COUNT 
District '88-'89 Child Count Average Daily Attendance 
1000 or Less 
Berryhill 78 707 
Keystone 46 385 
Leonard 11 193 
Liberty Mounds 46 490 
Mingo 34 142 
Sperry 84 898 
1001-6000 
Bixby 256 2292 
Co 11 insvi lle 164 1572 
Glenpool 172 1634 
Owasso 325 4466 
Skiatook 145 1655 
6001+ 
Broken Arrow 1394 13335 
Jenks 569 7044 
Sand Springs 607 6234 
Tulsa P.S. 5397 41557 
Union 693 8882 
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provided the number of handicapped children being served in each district 
and the Tulsa County superintendent•s office provided the ADA. 
From the child count, a projected numbet· of personnel to be supervised 
was determined by giving a ratio of 25 children to one special teacher. 
The ratio was selected on the maximum caseload allowed for a full-time 
special teacher in a laboratory or resource room. In Tulsa County, 
school districts with an ADA of 1ooo'or less had an average of 49.8 hand-
icapped children being served, with a projected staff of 2+ special 
teachers. Tulsa County school districts! with an ADA of 1001 to 6000, 
served an average of 180.4 children, and anticipated a need for 7+ spe-
. " 
cial teachers. Tulsa County school districts, with an ADA of 6001+, 
served an average df 1732 children, with an approximate staff of 69+. A 
district with an ADA of 500 to 1000 was designated as a small district, 
1001 to 6000 a medium district, and 6001+ was labeled a large district. 
Single school districts not in a cooperative program with fewer than 500 
ADA were not included in the research because of their low child count 
and projected need for special teachers. 
The Cooperatives in Oklahoma and Kansas and the Interlocals in Kan-
sas were asked to combine their total ADA to obtain a single count from 
each respondent. The 1988-89 Tulsa County child count indicated that 
10.78% of the students had been identified as handicapped. 
Looking at the frequency distribution according to the number of 
years of experience among directors, there was an even distribution. One 
half (33) of the directors had six years of experience or less and one 
half (33) of the directors had seven years of experience or more. 
Treatment of Data: Scoring of the Instrument 
The instrument was constructed with 150 statements grouped into 30 
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blocks, with five statements in each block. The directors of special 
education were asked to select two statements from each block that best 
described their supervisory skills. A frequency count was taken on each 
chosen statement by each respondent. Frequency tables were developed by 
separating the respondents into categories by certified/noncertified. 
district size, gender$ and experience. 
Statistical Treatment of Data 
The research questions stated that there would be a significant 
difference in the perceived supervisory skills among directors of special 
education who are certified and noncertified, between male and female 
directors, among directors from small. medium. and large entities, and 
between directors with various years of experience. The frequency count 
was summarized! and a mean score was calculated for each respondent and 
was used to determine the overall mean of all the respondents. The over-
all mean was used as the standard to determine if each respondent•s mean 
fell below that mean or above it. 
A competency choice score for each respondent was determined by 
counting the number of selections made in each subcompetency area and by 
dividing that number by the total number of possible selections to 
achieve the percentage score. For example, respondent #1 selected the 
following numbers of subcompetencies from major task area A (Developing 
Curriculum): 
A 1 = 3/10 (# of items selected/total # of items) = 0.3 
A 2 = 0/11 
A 3 = 4/9 
= 0.0 
= 0.4 
Total 7/30 = 0.23333 (choice score for respondent #1 in 
task area A (Developing Curriculum). 
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The percentage scores from each respondent subcompetency score and 
major task areas were added togethers then were divided by the number of 
respondents (66), to arrive at an overall mean choice score. For ex-
ample, the mean score for all respondents for A (Developing Curriculum) 
was 0.32525. Each respondent with a choice score below 0.32525 was 
counted in the 11 Low 11 category. and scores above were in the 11 High 11 
category. 
The tables were displayed showing the number at or above the overall 
mean {High) and the number below that mean (Low), according to the four 
categories. The chi-square technique was used to test the frequencies in 
each category to determine if the difference between the percentages was 
at the .05 level, the level necessary for significance. 
Summary 
Sixty-six directors of special education in Kansas and Oklahoma were 
surveyed through the use of the 11Self-Assessment of Supervisory Compe-
tencies11 survey. Their responses were analyzed through the application 
of the chi-square technique. To determine statistical significance, the 
.05 confidence level was chosen. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the data obtained from the survey for this 
research study and analyzed in the light of the research questions. The 
purpose of this study was to examine supervisory competencies perceived 
by special, education directors, to compare the results among certified 
and noncertified directors, between directors from various district 
sizes, between directors with different years of experience~ and by gen-
der. The directors of special education from Oklahoma and Kansas se-
lected two items from groups of five competency statements that repre-
sented the five major task areas of supervision. Upon completion of the 
survey, each respondent had a total of 60 selected items that were used 
to formulate a picture of their perceived supervisory competencies. 
Data Summary Demographics 
Twenty-four special education directors (33% of the Kansas popula-
tion) respondedt while 42 special education directors (55% of the Okla-
homa population) responded (Table VIII). Of the total respondents, 66 
(36%) were Kansans and 64% were Oklahomans (Table IX). The Kansas pop-
ulation polled were active directors of special education from one of the 
following educational structures: Local Educational Agency, Cooperative, 
or Interlocal (Tables X and XI}. 
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State 
Kansas Directors 
Oklahoma Directors 
Total 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECTORS BY STATES 
Number of Number of 
Directors Directors 
Polled Responding 
72 24 
77 42 
149 66 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY STATES 
59 
Total 
Returns 
by% 
33.3 
54.5 
44.3 
State 
Number of 
Respondents 
Percentage of 
Total Respondents 
Kansas Directors 
Oklahoma Directors 
Total 
24 
42 
66 
TABLE X 
36.4 
63.6 
100.0 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECTORS POLLED BY AGENCIES 
Local 
Educational 
State Agency Cooperative Inter local 
Kansas Directors 27 29 16 
Oklahoma Directors 67 10 N/A 
Total 
72 
77 
TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AGENCIES 
State 
Kansas Directors 
Oklahoma Directors 
Local 
Educational 
Agency 
15 
35 
Cooperative 
2 
7 
60 
Inter local 
7 
The Oklahoma population studied were active directors of special 
education from either a local educational agency or a cooperative pro-
. 
gram. The following data provides information relating to specific char-
acteristics of the participants involved in the research study. 
Each questionnaire requested the director to provide demographic 
information such as years of experience, gender, district size, and 
certified/noncertified, as well as requesting responses to the question-
naire items relating to supervisory competency. The demographic informa-
tion provided the variables for comparison used in the study. 
A frequency count was tabulated for each statement selected by all 
respondents on the competencies they perceived that they possess. From 
this count, each statement was clustered into the appropriate major sub-
competency areas, and a mean score was calculated for all the respond-
ents. Table XII shows the mean scores for all subcompetencies, which 
ranged from a low of 13.1% to a high of 74.7%. 
The three highest subcompetency areas as perceived by the directors 
were: F .10 (Designing a Training Program) (74. 7%), F .4 (Conducting In-
service) (66.1%), and F.1 (Supervising in a Clinical Mode) (64.6%). The 
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three lowest competency areas, as perceived by the directorss were: F.9 
(Designing Self-Instructional Modules) {13.1%), 8.2 (Producing Learning 
Materials) (15.3%), and A.2 (Designing Instructional Units) (18.6%). 
Bailey (1986) also found in her study that respondents from all position 
types felt most competent in subcompetency F.10 (Arranging for Inservice) 
(80.5%L F.4 (Conducting Inservice) (74.2%), and A.3 (Developing and 
Adapting Curriculum) (73.8%). 
TABLE XII 
MEAN OF SUBCOMPETENCY SCORES FOR ALL 
RESPONDENTS 
Major Subcompetencies 
A.1 Setting Goals 
A.2 Designing Instructional Units 
A.3 Developing and Adapting Curriculum 
8.1 Evaluating and Selecting Learning Materials 
8.2 Producing Learning Materials 
8.3 Evaluating Use of Learning Resources 
C.1 Developing a Staffing Plan 
C.2 Recruiting and Selecting Personnel 
C.3 Assigning Personnel 
F.l Supervising in a Clinical Mode 
F.2 Planning for Individual Growth 
F.3 Designing Training Sessions 
F.4 Conducting Inservice 
F.5 Training Leadership 
F.6 Assessing Needs 
F.7 Developing a Master Plan 
F.8 Writing a Project Proposal 
F.9 Designing Self-Instructional Modules 
F.lO Designing a Training Program 
I.l Observing and Analyzing Teaching 
I.2 Designing a Questionnaire 
I.3 Interviewing In Depth 
I.4 Analyzing and Interpreting Data 
Mean Scores 
36.0 
18.6 
42.8 
35.8 
15.3 
33.7 
60.0 
30.6 
50.6 
64.6 
45.4 
60.1 
66.1 
50.5 
61.1 
64.1 
59.5 
13.1 
74.7 
43.0 
18.9 
26.0 
21.3 
Rank 
14 
21 
13 
15 
22 
16 
7 
17 
9 
3 
11 
6 
2 
10 
5 
4 
8 
23 
1 
12 
20 
18 
19 
62 
Of the five major task areas, F (Inservice Education} (55.9%} was 
se 1 ected most often by the respondents. The two 1 east chosen areas of 
perceived competency were: 8 (Providing Materials) (28.2%) and I (Evalu-
ating Instruction) {28.1%) (Table XIII). 
A. 
B. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
TABLE XIII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE FIVE MAJOR TASK AREAS 
FOR ALL RESPONDENTS 
Major Task Area Mean Scores 
Developing Curriculum 32.5 
Providing Materials 28.2 
Providing Staff 46.4 
Inservice Education 55.9 
Evaluating Instruction 28.1 
Rank 
3 
4 
2 
1 
5 
The distribution of the.Kansas directors broken into cells of male/ 
female and district sizes revealed an equal number of male (12) and fe-
male (12) respondents from Kansas. However, only two female directors 
were employed in a small (500-1000) district; no male directors were so 
employed. Almost an equal amount by gender were in the medium (1001-
6000) districts (9 male, 10 female), and there were three directors, all 
male, employed in a large district (6000+) (Table XIV). Looking at Okla-
homa 1 S distribution by gender and district size, it was nearly a three to 
one ratio of return by the female respondents over the male respondents. 
There were 17 respondents employed in small districts (14 females and 3 
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males). The medium sized districts were represented by 19 respondents (6 
males and 13 females). The six large district directors responding to 
the survey were represented by two male directors and four female direc-
tors (Table XV). 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF KANSAS RESPONDENTS BY 
DISTRICT SIZE AND GENDER 
Small {500-1000) Medium {1001-6000) Large (6000+} Total 
N=2 N=19 N=3 N=24 
0 
2 
9 
10 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF OKLAHOMA RESPONDENTS BY 
DISTRICT SIZE AND GENDER 
3 
0 
12 
12 
Small (500-1000) Medium (1001-6000) Large (6000+) Total 
N=17 N=l9 N=6 N=42 
3 
14 
6 
13 
2 
4 
11 
31 
64 
The composition of the respondents, broken into male/female catego-
ries and district sizes, indicated that 19 fell into the small district 
category (3 males, 16 females), 38 in the medium sized district (15 
males, 23 females), and 9 from the large districts (5 males, 4 females). 
Summarizing this in another way, 34.8% of the respondents were males and 
65.2% were females (Table XVI). 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL RESPONDENTS BY DISTRICT 
SIZE AND GENDER 
Small 
N=19 
3 
16 
Medium 
N=38 
15 
23 
Large 
N=9 
5 
4 
Total 
N=66 
23 
43 
The average number of years of experience for all the respondents 
was 7.3 years. The respondents from Kansas had the highest average years 
of experience (8.6 years). Broken into categories of gender, male di-
rectors from Kansas had been employed an average of 9.1 years, female 
directors had been employed 8.1 years. Oklahoma directors had an average 
of 6.6 years of experience, male directors averaged 7.5 years, and female 
directors averaged 6.3 years. A male director from Kansas had the most 
number of years as special education director, with 24 years. An Okla-
homa female director had the longest tenure for the female group~ with 17 
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years of experience. Overall, the male d·irectors had an average of 8.3 
years of experience as special education directors, while the female 
directors had only an average of 6.8 years of experience (Table XVII). 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Average 
TABLE XVI I 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY GENDER 
AND EXPERIENCE 
Years of ExQerience 
Kansas Oklahoma 
9.1 7.5 
8.1 6.3 
8.6 6.6 
Testing of the Questions 
Average 
8.3 
6.8 
7.3 
The questions the researcher used to direct this study related to 
the perceived competence of special education directors and the varia-
tions among directors who were certified/noncertified, from various sized 
public school distr·icts, among male/female directors and directors with 
various years of experience. 
Perceived Competencies by Certified 
and Noncertified Directors 
Question 1 asked: 11 If, because of specific educational require-
ments, will certified/noncertified special education directors perceive 
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their supervisory competencies significantly different in (a) five major 
task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 11 
From the 23 subcompetency areas and 5 task areas, there were items 
more frequently selected by· the respondents in both groups. To test 
question 1, the chi-square technique was used to compare the data between 
the certified and noncertified special education directors using the .05 
level necessary for significance. Data revealed 2 major task areas out 
of 5, and 9 subcompetency areas out of 23 that yielded results at or 
above the significance level. 
Bailey (1986) found in her study that certain competencies were 
chosen by certain supervisory position types. Assistant and deputy 
superintendents clearly selected competencies from major task area F 
(Arranging for Inservice Education) with choice scores ranging from 66.7% 
to 88.95%. Directors did not indicate any clear or distinct supervisory 
choices. Supervisors, coordinators, and consultants had distinct choice 
scores in major task area F (Arranging for Inservice Education) and in 
subcompetency A.3 (Developing and Adapting Curriculum). All respondents 
perceived themselves as most competent in the task areas of F (Inservice 
Education) and A (Curriculum Development). 
Overall, question 1 was rejected for lack of significant difference 
in supervisory skills between certified and noncertified special educa-
tion directors. However, part a was accepted, due to two areas out of 
five reaching the level of statistical significance. Part b was accepted 
on the basis that 9 subcompetency areas out of 23 indicated a significant 
difference. 
Data presented in Table XVIII indicate that certified special educa-
tion directors chose task area B (Materials) 25% of the time, while B was 
chosen 61.9% of the time by noncertified directors. C (Staffing) was 
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selected by 91.7% of the certified directors, and by only 40.5% of the 
noncertified directors. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
TABLE XVIII 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES BY TASK AREAS FOR CERTIFIED 
~ ANO NONCERTIFIED SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTORS 
% of Kansas % of Oklahoma 
Certified Certified 
Task Area Directors Directors 
Developing Curriculum 41.67 64.29 
Materials Development 25.00 61.90 
Staffing 91.70 40.50 
Arranging for Inservice 
Education 54.17 57.14 
Evaluating Instruction 66.67 47.62 
Chi-Square 
Probability 
.075 
.004 
.000 
.815 
.135 
The nine subcompetency areas found to indicate a significant dif-
ference were: A.2 (Designing Instructional Units) (certified, 29.2%; 
noncertified, 69.0%), 8.2 (Producing learning Materials) (certified3 
16.7%; noncertified, 42.9%), 8.3 (Evaluation of Utilization of learning 
Resources) (certified, 33.3%; noncertified, 61.9%), C.1 (Staffing: De-
veloping a Staffing Plan) (certified, 75.0%; noncertified, 45.2%); C.2 
(Recruiting and Selecting Personnel) (certified, 70.8%; noncertified 
23.8%), C.3 (Assigning Personnel) (certified, 83.3%; noncertified, 
38.1%), F.7 {Developing a Master Plan) (certified, 45.8%; noncertified, 
71.4%), 1.1 (Observing and Analyzing Teaching) (certified, 75.0%; 
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noncertified, 50.0%), I.3 (Interviewing In Depth) (certified 5 58.3%; 
noncertified, 23.8%). 
Certified special education directors perceived their area of super-
visory competencies to be stronger in working with people and not in the 
actual teaching operation. Noncer·tified directors chose supervisory 
skills related to things rather than people. Noncertified directors 
focused on activities centered around the teaching process dealing with 
learning materials and developing curriculum. 
Table XIX presents data comparing certified and noncertified special 
education directors in 23 subcompetency areas. There were nine subcompe-
tency areas indicating significant differences. 
Perceived Competencies by District Size 
Question 2 asked: "Will special education directors perceive their 
supervisory competencies significantly different from various sized pub-
lic school districts in (a) 5 major task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompe-
tency areas? 11 
The breakdown on district size was according to the districts' aver-
age daily attendance (ADA) by designating small (500-1000), medium (1001-
6000), and large (6001+). School districts under 500 ADA were not in-
cluded individually because of the low incidence of handicapped children 
and the low demand for special educators. However~ small districts were 
included in the cooperative programs if they were participants. Twenty-
one (31.8%) of the respondents were from small districts, 36 (54.6%) were 
from medium districts, and 9 (13.6%) were from large districts. The 
distribution of the responses is displayed in Table XX. 
TABLE XIX 
PERCENTAGES BY SUBCOMPETENCY AREAS FOR CERTIFIED 
AND NONCERTIFIED SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTORS 
% of Non-
% of Certified Certified 
Subcompetency Areas Directors Directors 
A.1 Setting Instructional Goals 41.67 57.14 
A.2 Designing Instructional 
Units 29.17 69.05 
A.3 Developing and Adapting 
Curriculum 41.67 40.48 
8.1 Evaluating and Selecting 
Learning Materials 29.17 52.38 
B.2 Producing Learning Materials 16.67 42.86 
B.3 Evaluation of Utilization of 
' 
Learning Resources 33.33 61.90 
C.1 Developing a Staffing Plan ·75.00 45.24 
C.2 Recruiting and Selecting 
Personnel 70.83 23.81 
C.3 Assigning Personnel 83.33 38.10 
F.1 Supervising in a Clinical 
Mode 75.00 61.90 
F.2 Planning for Individual 
Growth 45.83 47.62 
F.3 Designing Training Sessions 62.50 61.90 
F.4 Conducting Inservice Sessions 79.17 73.81 
F.5 Training for Leadership Roles 62.50 45.24 
F.6 Assessing Needs 58.33 69.05 
F.7 Developing a Master Plan 45.83 71.43 
F.8 Writing Project Proposals 79.17 64.29 
F.9 Designing Self Instructional 
Modules 20.83 42.86 
F.10 Designing Training Programs 45.83 45.24 
I.1 Observing and Analyzing 
Teaching 75.00 50.00 
I.2 Designing a Questionnaire 33.33 28.57 
1.3 Interviewing In Depth 58.33 23.81 
1.4 Analyzing and Interpreting 
Data 33.33 42.86 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
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Chi-Squared 
Probability 
.226 
.002* 
.925 
.068 
.030* 
.025* 
.019* 
.000* 
.000* 
.278 
.889 
.962 
.625 
.177 
.380 
.039* 
.206 
.071 
.963 
.047* 
.686 
.005* 
.446 
TABLE XX 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY DISTRICT SIZE 
District Size 
Small (500-1000) 
Medium (1001-6000) 
Large (6001+) 
Totals 
Number of 
Respondents 
21 
36 
9 
66 
Percentages 
31.8 
54.6 
13.6 
100.0 
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There was no significant difference in the perceived supervisory 
competencies by special education directors from various sized public 
school districts, and question 2 was rejected. Question 2a was rejected 
because only one major task area indicated a significant difference among 
the special education directors in the five categories by district size 
(B. Materials Development). The small district directors chose the items 
1 isted in the Materials Development category 66.7% of the time, medium 
sized district directors 47.2%, and large district directors 11.1% of the 
time (Table XXI). 
Of the 23 subcompetency areas, only 4 indicated a significant dif-
ference between district sizes; therefore, question 2b was rejected. The 
category A.2 (Designing Instructional Units) was selected 76.2% of the 
time by small district directors, 47.2% of the time by medium district 
directors, and 33.3% of the time by large district directors. The items 
in 8.2 (Producing Learning Materials) were selected by small district 
directors 52.4% of the time and medium district directors 30.6% of the 
ti~e, while no director in the large districts chose any of the items in 
this category. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
TABLE XXI 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES BY TASK AREAS FOR SPECIAL 
EDUCATION DIRECTORS FROM VARIOUS SIZED 
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
% of % of % of 
Small Medium Large 
District District District 
Task Areas Directors Directors Directors 
Developing Curriculum 66.67 52.78 44.44 
Materials Development 66.70 47.20 11.10 
Providing Staff 42.86 66.67 66.67 
Arranging for Inservice 
Education 52.38 58.33 55.56 
Evaluating Instruction 61.90 55.56 33.33 
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Chi -Squared 
Probability 
.447 
.020 
.187 
.909 
.349 
Items in the B.3 (Evaluation of Use of Learning Resources) category 
were selected by small district directors 76.2% of the time. by medium 
district directors 44.4% of the time, and by large district directors 
22.2% of the time. C.l (Developing a Staffing Plan) was a category that 
directors from small districts chose 33.3% of the time, medium district 
directors selected the items 63.9% of the time. and large district direc-
tors selected the items 77.8% of the time {Table XXII). 
Data contained in Tables XXI and XXIl indicated that only one major 
task area and four subcompetency areas showed a significant difference 
between the small, medium, and large districts. The smaller districts 
chose tasks related to the instructional process and skills dealing with 
things and not people. Special education directors from larger districts 
indicated more confidence in the skills dealing with people and related 
activities. 
A.1 
A.2 
A.3 
B.l 
8.2 
B.3 
C.1 
C.2 
F.l 
F.2 
F.3 
F.4 
F.5 
F.6 
F.7 
F.8 
F.9 
TABLE XXII 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES BY SUBCOMPETENCY AREAS FOR 
SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTORS FROM VARIOUS 
SIZED PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
% of % of % of 
Small Medium Large 
District District District 
Task Areas Directors Directors Directors 
I 
Settin!g Instructional 
Goals 47.62 52.78 55.56 
Designing Instructional 
Uni~s 76.20 47.20 33.30 
Develdping and Adapting 
Curriculum 42.86 44.44 22.22 
Evaluating and Select-
ing Learning Materials 52.38 47.22 11.11 
Producing Learning 
Materials 52.40 30.60 00.00 
Evaluation of Use of 
Learning Resources 76.20 44.40 22.20 
Developing a Staffing 
Plan 33.30 63.90 77.80 
Recruiting and Select-
ing Personnel 33.33 47.22 33.33 
Supervising in a Clini-
cal Mode 61.90 72.22 55.56 
Planning for Individual 
Growth 52.38 47.22 33.33 
Designing Training 
Sessions 61.90 58.33 77.78 
Conducting Inservice 
Sessions 71.43 77.78 77.78 
Training for Leadership 
Roles 52.38 47.22 66.67 
Assessing Needs 66.67 63.89 66.67 
Developing a Master 
Plan 57.14 61.11 77.78 
Writing Project 
Proposals 57.14 72.22 88.89 
Designing Self-
Instructional 38.10 30.56 44.44 
Modules 
F.10 Designing a Training 
Program 33.33 52.78 44.44 
1.1 Observing and Analyz-
ing Teaching 71.43 52.78 55.56 
1.2 Designing a Question-
naire 38.10 30.56 11.11 
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Chi -Squared 
Probability 
.901 
.041* 
.468 
.095 
.018* 
.011* 
.030* 
• 521 
.545 
.631 
.561 
.855 
.577 
.973 
.556 
.197 
.686 
.363 
.375 
.337 
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TABLE XXII (Continued) 
% of % of % of 
Small Medium Large 
District District District Chi-Squared 
Task Areas Directors Directors Directors Probability 
I.3 Interviewing In-
depth 23.81 44.44 33.33 .289 
I.4 Analyzing and Inter-
preting Data 47.62 38.89 22.22 .425 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Perceived Competencies by Gender 
Question 3 asked: "Will male and female special education directors 
perceive their supervisory competencies significantly different in (a) 5 
major task areas, and/or (b) 23 subcompetency areas? 11 
Of the 66 respondents who completed the survey, 23 (34.8%) were male 
and 43 (65.2%) were female (Table XXIII). Data supported question 3 
being rejected because of insufficient significance of difference be-
tween male and female special directors. However, one major task area 
(B. Materials Development) did indicate a significant difference between 
male (30.4%) and female {58.1%) special education directors (Table XXIV). 
Question 3a was rejected because of lack of significance between male and 
female special education directors. 
Question 3b was rejected because only 3 subcompetency areas out of 
23 indicated a significant difference. The A.2 (Designing Instructional 
Units) category was chosen by the male respondents 34.8% of the time and 
the female respondents 65.1% of the time. The male respondents selected 
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B.1 (Evaluating and Selecting Learning Materials) 21.7% of the time, and 
the female respondents chose these items on an average of 55.8% of the 
time. B.2 (Producing Learning Materials) also had the male respondents 
scoring lower (17.4%) than did the female respondents (41.9%), as seen in 
Table XXV. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY GENDER 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Total 
Number of 
Respondents 
23 
43 
66 
TABLE XXIV 
Percentage 
34.8 
65.2 
100.0 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES BY TASK AREA BY GENDER 
% of Male % of Female 
Task Areas Directors Directors 
Developing Curriculum 56.52 55.81 
Materials Development 30.40 58.10 
Providing Staff 69.57 53.49 
Arranging for Inservice 
Education 52.17 58.14 
Evaluating Instruction 56.52 53.49 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Chi-Squared 
Probability 
.956 
.032* 
.206 
.642 
.814 
A.l 
A.2 
A.3 
B.l 
B.2 
B.3 
C.l 
L2 
C.3 
F.l 
F.2 
F.3 
F.4 
F.5 
F.6 
F.7 
F.8 
F.9 
TABLE XXV 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES OF SUBCOMPETENCY 
AREAS BY GENDER 
% of Male % of Female 
Task Areas Directors Directors 
Setting Instructional Goals 52.17 51.16 
Designing Instructional 
Units 34.80 65.10 
Developing and Adapting 
Curriculum 43.48 39.53 
Evaluating and Selecting 
Learning Materials 21.70 55.80 
Producing Learning Materials 17.4 41.90 
Evaluation of Utilization of 
Learning Resources 39.13 58.14 
Developing a Staffing Plan 60.87 53.49 
Recruiting and Selecting 
Personnel 52.17 34.88 
Assigning Personnel 65.22 48.84 
Supervising in a Clinical 
Mode 60.87 69.77 
Planning for Individual 
Growth 34.78 53.49 
Designing Training Sessions 65.22 60.47 
Conducting Inservice Sessions 73.91 76.74 
Training for Leadership Roles 52.17 51.16 
Assessing Needs 78.26 58.14 
Developing a Master Plan 56.52 65.12 
Writing Project Proposals 78.26 65.12 
Designing Self Instructional 
Modules 30.43 37.21 
F.lO Designing Training Programs 52.17 41.86 
I.1 Observing and Analyzing 
Teaching 60.87 58.14 
1.2 Designing a Questionnaire 43.48 23.26 
!.3 Interviewing In Depth 39.13 34.88 
!.4 Analyzing and Interpreting I 
Data 39.13 39.53 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
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Chi-Squared 
Probability 
.938 
.018* 
.756 
.008* 
.045* 
.141 
.565 
.173 
.203 
.465 
.147 
.705 
.798 
.938 
.102 
.493 
.268 
.582 
.423 
.830 
.088 
.733 
.974 
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In one major task area and three subcompetency areas, female direc-
tors selected materials development and designing instructional units 
significantly more often than did male directors. These skills are re-
lated directly to the instructional process. 
Perceived Competencies by Years of 
Experience 
Question 4 asked: 11 Will special 'education directors perceive their 
supervisory competencies significantly different with various years of 
experience in (a) 5 major task areas~ and/or {b) 23 subcompetency areas? 11 
Fifty percent of the respondents in this study had been employed as 
special education directors for six years or less, and 50% had been em-
ployed as special education directors for seven years or more (Table 
XXVI). 
Examining the data of chosen competencies according to the number of 
years of experience of the special education directors, 33 respondents in 
the 1 to 6 years group, and the 33 respondents in the 7 and over years 
group had no areas of significant difference in the five major task areas 
or 23 subcompetency items. Therefore, question 4 was rejected. It 
appeared that the number of years of experience of special education 
directors was not a factor in how they perceived their supervisory 
competencies (Tables XXVII and XXVIII). 
The survey of special education directors regarding their self-
perceived supervisory competencies indicated few differences at the .05 
level of significance. Among certified and noncertified directors, two 
major tasks and nine subcompetency areas were significantly different. 
Between special education directors in various sized districts, only 
one major task area and four subcompetency areas were significantly 
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different. Between male and female directors, one major task area and 
three subcompetency areas were significantly different. There were no 
areas of significant differences in the 5 major task areas or 23 subcom-
petency items when analyzed according to years of experience. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
TABLE XXVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE 
Number of 
Years of Experience Respondents Percentage 
1-6 33 50.0 
7+ 33 50.0 
Total 66 100.0 
TABLE XXVII 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES BY TASK AREA BY YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE 
% by 1-6 Years % by 7+ Years 
Task Areas of Experience of Experience 
Developing Curriculum 57.58 54.55 
Providing Materials 51.52 45.45 
Providing Staff 54.55 63.64 
Arranging for Inservice 
Education 54.55 57.58 
Evaluating Instruction 51.52 57.58 
Chi-Squared 
Probability 
.804 
.622 
.453 
.804 
.621 
A.l 
A.2 
A.3 
B.l 
8.2 
8.3 
C.l 
C.2 
C.3 
F.l 
F.2 
F.3 
F.4 
F.5 
F.6 
F.7 
F.8 
F.9 
TABLE XXVIII 
CHOICE PERCENTAGES OF SUBCOMPETENCY AREAS 
BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
% by 1-6 %by 7+ 
Years of Years of 
Task Areas Experience Experience 
Setting Instructional Goals 48.48 54.55 
Designing Instructional 
Units 54.55 54.55 
Developing and Adapting 
Curriculum 45.45 36.36 
Evaluating and Selecting 
Learning Materials 45.45 42.42 
Producing Learning Materials 36.36 30.30 
Evaluation of Utilization of 
Learning Resources 57.58 45.45 
Developing a Staffing Plan 45.45 66.67 
Recruiting and Selecting 
Personnel 45.45 36.36 
Assigning Personnel 51.52 57.58 
Supervising in a Clinical 
Mode 72.73 60.61 
Planning for Individual 
Growth 45.45 48.48 
Designing Training Sessions 66.67 57.58 
Conducting Inservice Sessions 66.67 84.85 
Training for Leadership Roles 54.55 48.48 
Assessing Needs 63.64 66.67 
Developing a Master Plan 60.61 63.64 
Writing Project Proposals 66.67 72.73 
Designing Self-Instructional 
Modules 33.33 36.36 
F.lO Designing Training Programs 45.45 45.45 
I.l Observing and Analyzing 
Teaching 63.64 54.55 
1.2 Designing a Questionnaire 33.33 27.27 
1.3 Interviewing In Depth 30.30 42.42 
1.4 Analyzing and Interpreting 
Data 42.42 36.36 
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Chi -Squared 
Probability 
.622 
1.000 
.453 
.804 
.602 
.325 
.083 
.453 
.621 
.296 
.805 
.447 
.085 
.622 
• 796 
.800 
.592 
• 796 
1.000 
.453 
.592 
.306 
.614 
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All four research questions were rejected in this study. However, 
there were isolated areas where significant differences existed. Ques-
tion 1 was supported the strongest, with more individual 1tems being 
accepted. This stated that due to specific educational requirements, a 
significant difference would exist in the perceived supervisory competen-
cies between certif4ed and noncertified special education directors. The 
areas dealing with personnel and staffing items were chosen most often by 
certified directors. Dealing with things involved with the instructional 
process directly related to teaching activities were skills chosen more 
often by noncertified directors. This trend was reflected in question 2, 
when directors from large districts chose activities related to staffing 
and directors from small districts chose activities related to the in-
structional process. Question 3 showed that female directors were only 
different from male directors in how they perceived their supervisory 
competencies in developing materials used in the teaching process. The 
results from the data on question 4 showed that no differences existed 
among special education directors related to the number of years of 
experience. 
Summary 
The chi-square technique used in this research study tested the 
frequencies in each category to determine if the respondents• departure 
was something more than by chance. This descriptive study was designed 
to determine if a significant relationship existed between the variables 
being investigated. It was found that all four of the research questions 
were rejected. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMt-~\RV ~ CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if the self-
perceived competencies of special education directors in public schools 
were influenced by such factors as certification, district size~ gender, 
or experience. The demographic information was gathered at the same time 
the directors were asked to respond to the survey instrument. The popu-
lation in this study was limited to active special education directors in 
Kansas and Oklahoma who provided administrative leadership in various 
organizational structures, local education agencies (LEAs) 9 special edu-
cation cooperativess and interlocals. Seventy-two Kansas directors and 
77 Oklahoma directors were asked to respond to the survey instrument. 
The survey instrument selected was the 11 Sel f-Assessment of Supervi-
sory Competencies 11 (Bai-ley, 1986). This instrument is a simplified form 
of Harris 1 11 Developmental Supervisory Competency Assessment System11 
(DeSCAS), and includes 150 items from five task areas requiring forced-
choices in each task area reflecting the respondents• perceptions of 
their competencies. The respondents se·lected two items from the 30 clus-
ters of five activities per cluster. which made 60 selections for each 
respondent. One item from each major task area was placed in each clus-
ter. The five task areas were separated into 23 subcompetency areas 
which were more specific. 
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Harris (1985) divided the task areas into preliminary, operational~ 
and developmental activities. The terms referred to the sequences in 
which the tasks were used to facilitate teaching. Section A (Developing 
Materials) and Section C (Staffing) fell under the first division~ Pre-
liminary Taskst which are essential prior to qny instructional activity. 
The next step was Operational Tasks, with Section B (Providing Materials) 
falling under this heading. This section was considered part of the 
ongoing operation of the program anJ was continuous with or without 
changes in the program. The final step, Developmental Tasks, may be 
ignored; however$ it provided critical new input for changing the in-
stl~uctiona-j program. The 1 ast step consisted of tasks F (Arranging for 
Inservice Education) and 1 (Evaluating Instruction). 
The five 11 CriticaP tasks! identified by Harris (1985) from an 
extensive list of tasks relating to supervision. were considered more 
directly concerned with the instructional program. Two of these were 
primarily concerned with people (who they are and how they perform): 
C (Providing Staff) and F (Inservice). Two of the task areas were pri-
marily concerned with things: A (Developing Curricu-lum) and B (Providing 
Materials). The fifth task was concerned with relationships among 
peopl e9 things, and the resulting effects: I (Evaluating Instruction). 
Of all the tasks of supervision. Harris believed Evaluating Instruction 
and Arr-anging for Inservice to be the most important. Whi 1 e Evaluating 
Instruction is important in the change process. inservice is the task 
that seeks to improve instruction by changing the performance of people. 
The results from this survey indicated that the respondents felt most 
competent in task area F (Inservice Education). 
The questionnaire, with a section for demographic data, was mailed 
to 149 special education directors in Kansas and Oklahoma from lists 
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provided by the Kansas Department of Education, the 1988 Oklahoma School 
Directory, and the Oklahoma Directors of Special Services organization. 
A return of 66 resulted in a 44% response rate from the population. The 
Kansas directors• return rate was 33%, while Oklahoma• s was 55%. In 
Bailey's (1986) research study using the same questionnaire, 303 ques-
tionnaires were mailed out and 162 (53%) were returned. 
There was a noti::e,J.,<Jly unfavorable reaction to the questionnaire by 
the Kansas directors evidenced from comments on the survey. This same 
attitude may have led others not to respond. The Oklahoma directors were 
more cooperative and positive9 and this attitude quite possibly resulted 
in a higher respon~e rate. lhe higher Oklahoma response rate may be 
attributed to factors relating to direct personal and professional con-
tact by the researcher with the Oklahoma directors, since she is a char-
ter member of the ODSS organization. 
Data analysis involved the use of frequency distribution. percent-
ages9 and chi-square analysis to determine significant differences be-
tween the variables. Individual competency scores were used to calculate 
an overall mean of all the respondents. The overan mean score was then 
compared to each respondents' choice score to determine if they fell 
below (low) or above (high) the mean. The high and low scores were 
counted and used to determine percentages. Frequency data was computed 
on the variables between certified and noncertified special education 
directors, directors from various sized public school districts, by gen-
der. and by years of experience. The chi-square technique was used to 
determine 'if percentages differed at the 0.05 level of significance. 
Bailey (1986) used the four different analytical methods for her 
research study of frequency tabulations, chi-square test of significance, 
branching diagrams, and individual profiles. Frequency tables were 
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computed by position type and by district. Bailey calculated a compe-
tency score for each major task area by determining the tot a 1 number of 
items selected in a major competency area and divided by the total number 
of items (60) that the respondents could select; thus, she was able to 
calculate a percentage score. 
A mean choice score for each major competency referred to the aver-
age number of respondents selecting each major competency. The average 
number of respondents choosing each item resulted. This average was 
divided by the total number surveyed. 
Bailey (1986) expanded her data by having the respondents give a 
numerical rating of importance to each competency selected based on a 
scale of 1 {lowest) to 10 (highest). The level of importance ratings for 
each major competency was calculated and divided by the number of items 
in that task area. A mean importance level was computed for each re-
spondent by dividing the sum of the level of importance by the number of 
items in that task area. The chi-square was used to test the frequency 
tables for significance. 
There are similarities between Bailey's (1986) study and the present 
study in the use of the same questionnaire and a method for analyzing the 
data. This research polled only special education directors to determ·ine 
their perceived supervisory competencies. Bailey separated her respond-
ents into categories by position type and district size. 
The demographic data reported in Chapter IV indicated that noncerti-
fied special education directors were more cooperative in responding to 
the survey, almost a two-to-one ratio over certified directors. There 
was approximately a 50% return rate from directors working for an LEA in 
Kansas and Oklahoma, with the highest percentage coming from Oklahoma 
directors employed by a cooperative program (70%). Directors employed in 
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a medium-sized (1001-6000) public school district had the highest per-
centage rate of return (54%) by district size, while large districts 
(6001+) directors had the lowest percentage of return at 13.6%. Of the 
total number of respondents, there was nearly a two-to-one ratio of fe-
male l~espondents over male respondents. Looking at the years of experi-
ence of the directors, there was an equal number of respondents from the 
one to six years (33) range and the seven and over range (33). 
Data were analyzed to draw conclusions about the reasonableness of 
the first question. The first question was rejected after determining 
that there was not a significant difference between certified and noncer-
tified special education directors in their overall supervisory competen-
cies. However, two major task areas and nine subcompetency areas were 
significantly different. Of the five major task areas, the Kansas cer-
tified special education directors felt less competent in B--Material 
Development (25%), whi 1 e the Oklahoma noncertifi ed directors perceived 
themselves to be more competent (61.9%). The reverse was true in the 
area of C (Staffing). The Kansas directors perceived themselves as more 
competent (91.7%) than did the Oklahoma directors (40.5%) at the .05 
level. 
From the 23 subcompetency areas, nine areas deviated at the .05 
level of above. The Kansas certified directors perceived themselves as 
more competent in C.l (Developing a Staffing Plan) (75%), C.2 (Recruiting 
and Selecting Personnel) (70.8%), C.3 (Assigning Personnel) {83.33%), I.l 
(Observing and Analyzing Teaching) (75%), and I.3 (Interviewing In-Depth) 
(58.3%). 
Oklahoma's noncertified directors felt less competent and responded 
with the following percentages to the above sub-task areas: C.l (45.2%), 
C.2 (23.8%), C.3 (38.1%), I.1 (50.0%), and 1.3 (23.8%). There were four 
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subcompetency areas where the Oklahoma directors perceived themselves as 
more competent than did the Kansas directors. They were: A.2 {Designing 
Instructional Units), noncertified (69.0%), certified (29.2%); B.2 (Pro-
ducing Learning Materials), noncertified (42.9%), certified 16.7%); 8.3 
(Evaluation of the Utilization of Learning Resources), noncertified 
(61.9%), certified (33.3%); and F.7 (Developing a Master Plan), noncerti-
fied (71.4%), certified (45.8%). 
The results from the data used to test the second question were 
rejected, even though a significant difference did exist in some areas of 
supervisory competencies as compared to special education directors em-
ployed in small districts with directors in medium and large districts. 
A difference was registered in 3 of the 23 subcompetency areas: A.2 
{Designing Instructional Units), B.2 (Producing Learning Materials), and 
8.3 (Evaluation of the Use of Learning Resources), indicating that the 
special education directors from small public school districts perceived 
their supervisory competencies to be in these areas. Bailey (1986) found 
that all the respondents in her study generally perceived themselves as 
possessing the same competencies regardless of district size. 
There was one subcompetency area where the results from special 
education directors from large public school districts revealed a signif-
icantly higher competency score than did the directors from small and 
medium-sized districts. This was in the subcompetency area of C.1 (De-
veloping a Staffing Plan), while scoring lower in B (Materials Develop-
ment). The overall question was rejected. 
A significant difference was found in only one of the major task 
areas: B (Providing Materials), and three subcompetency areas: A.2 
(Designing Instructional Units), 8.1 (Evaluating and Selecting Learning 
Materials), and 8.2 (Producing Learning Materials), in question three. 
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The overall question was rejected~ showing no significant difference 
between the way male and female special education directors perceived 
their supervisory competencies. No significant difference was found in 
supervisory competencies perceived by special education directors between 
the directors with one to six years of experience and those with seven or 
more years of experience. Therefore. the fourth question relating to 
perceived supervisory competencies and special education directors with 
various years of experience was rejected. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions of this study were based on the research data pre-
sented in Chapter IV. The survey relied on the respondents• own inter-
pretations of their perceived supervisory competencies. The conclusions 
are summarized as follows: 
1. Special education directors, possibly because of past experi-
ences, feel most competent in arranging for inservice, followed by pro-
viding staff and developing curriculum. As teachers, they would probably 
have had opportunities to be involved in inservice activities in develop-
ing curriculum. 
c 
2. Special education directors in Oklahoma responded at a higher 
rate of return than did directors in Kansas. The researcher was familiar 
with the special education directors and name recognition could have 
contributed to the higher rate of return in Oklahoma. 
3. Certified special education directors with specific training are 
involved less directly with the special education instructional program 
than are noncertified directors, and they perform more administrative 
duties dealing with personnel. If the position in most districts 
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involves responsibilities in select areas, then formal preparation should 
be required in those areas. 
4. Noncertified special education directors. without specific 
training! focus their activities around instructional tasks dealing with 
learning materials and developing curriculum. Noncertified special edu-
cation directors rely on their teacher training program for supervisory 
skills when performing their duties. 
5. Special education directors from small public school districts 
feel more confident performing supervisory tasks that are related to 
providing materials in the instructional process and the skills related 
to dealing with things, not people. The smaller schools have fewer chil-
dren and special educators to supervise. The special education director 
may be a part-time teacher in addition to the responsibilities of direc-
tor. Without additional training, the teacher who becomes director will 
emphasize that area of competency gained from experience. 
6. The larger the public school district, the more confident the 
special education director feels toward the supervisory competencies in 
providing for the staff and developing a staffing plan. There is more 
need in larger districts, with a larger special education staff~ for the 
special education director to be expedenced and confident in dealing 
with personnel issues. 
7. Female special education directors are more confident than are 
male special education directors in developing materials. Quite 
possibly, small districts tend to hire females as directors and materials 
development is a more significant part of a director 1 s responsibility in 
a small district. 
8. The number of years of experience is not a factor in how special 
education directors perceive their supervisory competencies. On-the-job 
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experience does not significantly influence the directors• confidence in 
their supervisory skills. 
9. In Kansass male and female educators pursue additional training 
and certification for the position of special education director in equal 
numbers. Apparently, the educational climate in Kansas is such that both 
males and females feel an equal opportunity exists for them to become 
special education directors. 
10. Oklahoma rna le directors were outnumbered nearly three to one by 
female respondents. There are three times as many male public school 
administrators as females, according to the Oklahoma State Department of 
Education. Women hold 668 of the 2,759 administrative positions (24%)~ 
but 30,053 of the 39,203 teaching positions (77%). In Oklahoma, more 
female teachers are promoted to the director position. There is a dif-
ferent attitude about the special education director's position compared 
with the attitude of the regular administrator•s position. While more 
male educators are employed as regular administrators, the opposite holds 
true for special education administrators. 
11. Of the population responding to the survey, the largest number 
of respondents (57%) came from medium-sized school districts! with ADAs 
ranging from 1001 to 6000. There was a 28% response rate from small 
districts, and 13% from large districts. There are more small public 
school districts in Oklahoma than medium and large districts, according 
to the data reported from the Oklahoma State Department of Education. 
Small schools in Oklahoma join cooperatives to provide special services 
and employ one director to supervise the programs. The size of a school 
district influences the job expectations of the special education 
director. With the passage of H.B. 1017 in Oklahoma there is an antici-
pated reduction in the number of smaller school districts. As average 
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district size increases, there will be a need for special education di-
rectors who are not only competent in dealing with learning materials, 
but who can also perform administrative tasks relating to the involvement 
of people. There vrill be a new demand for additional supervisory compe-
tencies for Oklahoma's special education directors. Bailey•s (1986) data 
revealed that supervisors in certain sized districts perceived themselves 
as possessing the same major task competencies regardless of district 
size. 
Reconm1endati ons 
Following are the recommendations made from findings based on the 
results of this study: 
Recommendations for Application 
1. Prior to hiring a special education director~ the superintendent 
should clearly define the duties of the director and how that person 
interfaces with the organization. This would allow the superintendent 
the tools to compare an individual•s educational preparation and experi-
ence with the job expectation to detennine if the individual is 
adequately tra.i ned to perform the assigned duties. At the same time, 
individuals interested in the position would know the criteria and could 
actively pursue the needed requirements. 
2. A survey from a state university could be mailed to all superin-
tendents asking for information on what duties their special education 
directors are performing. Included ·in the survey could be a request for 
their opinion on whether they feel that theil'' present director was ade-
quately prepared for that position, and whether or not they would be 
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favorable to training programs developed around job expectations for 
special education directors. 
3. An internship should be developed between the universities and 
the public schools for prospective special education directors to learn 
the management skills and techniques prior to assuming the responsibili-
ties as director. This would eliminate the need for the predecessor to 
be the trainer. 
4. A background in special education, general education administra-
tive cour·se work (including supervision) t and an internship experience 
should be considered as a prerequisite for employment as a special edu-
cation director. This type of program should give the special education 
director a wide range of competencies needed for directing and supervis-
ing programs. 
5. Once more stringent requirements are initiated for special edu-
cation directors, pressure should be placed on the superintendents to 
view this position as an administrative position dealing with personnel, 
with the duties being performed in the central office. 
6. The supervisory competencies addressed in the questionnaire are 
skins that facilitate the teaching operation. Supervision is one area 
that is related to instructional improvement, and preparation in this 
area should be made mandatory at the master•s level for all education 
majors. 
7. A study should be made to compare the certification requirements 
of special education directors from various states to determine if it 
would be feasible to initiate a certification progr·am in Oklahoma. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The fo 11 owing are recommendations for research suggested by the 
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findings and conclusions of this study: 
1. Additional research in the area of supervisory competencies 
should be repeated in other states to compare the perceived supervisory 
competencies of special education directors in those states to Oklahoma 
special education directors. The finding could then be generalized and 
extended to a larger population. 
2. Further research, perhaps using qualitative techniques, should 
be conducted to determine the job responsibilities of special education 
directors from small, medium, and large districts to determine why they 
perceive their supervisory competencies differently. 
3. Further research should be conducted to investigate the educa-
tional backgrounds of the Oklahoma special education directors to deter-
mine the prevalence of those who have completed courses in supervision to 
determine if they have been trained in a variety of multidimensional 
supervisory skills. These are skills that improve the instructional 
program in an educational setting. Evaluating Instruction was not se-
1 ected as an area in which Ok 1 ahoma spec i a 1 education directors fe 1 t 
competent, yet this area is important to instructional improvement. If 
Oklahoma directors do not perceive themselves competent in Evaluating 
Instruction, how effective can they be in assisting teachers in improving 
the instructional programs? 
4. A survey could be conducted to review the duties of special 
education directors in Oklahoma to prepare interested others for the 
director•s position. 
5. Further investigations should be made into how the special edu-
cation directors address the problem of improving the instructional pro-
cess in their local district and how the activities relate to the field 
of supervision. 
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6. A study should be conducted to determine if redistricting of 
school districts for consolidation purposes creates or eliminates special 
education posit ions in Oklahoma. Consolidation would have fewer small 
districts and would increase the number of medium and large districts~ 
changing the superv·isory competency needs as the population of the 
schools change. 
7. A study should be made to update and shorten the instrument used 
to collect data for this research. 
8. A similar study could be conducted which included all educa-
tional leaders; i.e., building principals 9 superintendents, etc., and 
wh·Jch compared their supervisory skills to those of the special education 
directors. 
9. A study should be conducted to poll special education teachers 
on how they perceive their special education directors• supervisory 
skills. 
10. A study could be conducted in a school with an organizational 
framework that stressed participatory management (i.e., Total Quality 
Management) to see if supervisory tasks are performed by someone other 
than the special education director. 
Discussion 
This study focused on the supervisory competencies of special educa-
tion directors. The intent was to ascertain the areas of supervision 
special education directors were involved in regarding the instructional 
programming for handicapped children. An instrument developed by Harris 
(1975) for a special training project for special education leaders was 
modified by Bailey in 1986 for her research study. This instrument was 
used in the present study. The test for reliability stated in Chapter 
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III for this instrument was conducted from the data collected in this 
study, and the results should be interpreted with caution. 
There was an unexpected and unavoidable delay in summarizing the 
research information collected for this study due to circumstances beyond 
the researcher• s control. Additional personal conditions were mitiga-
ting. However, after carefully considering the results and the influence 
of the delay on research findings, a decision was made to report the data 
as collected in 1989. The decision was based on data found in analyzing 
the information on the number of years of experience of the special edu-
cation director·s. 
Although this study did not address the best way to select special 
education directors or even what to look for when selecting a special 
education director, it became apparent that there were differences in the 
duties performed by special education directors. Differences appeared 
between certified and noncertified directors, directors from various 
sized districts, and differences between male and female directors. The 
only area where there were no significant differences was in years of 
experience. 
There were areas of commonality among the different groups of direc-
tors. For example, special education directors from large districts and 
certified directors both showed strong perceived competencies in staffing 
and in working with people. They were involved in the selection of their 
staffs and evaluating their staffs. etc. Evaluating the instructional 
process provides valuable information needed to assess the success of the 
instructional program. They were not directly involved in the instruc-
tional process in areas of selecting learning materials and the direct 
teaching process as were the noncertified directors from small or medium-
sized districts. This should be an indication to those desiring to work 
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in a large district that they will need to be adequately prepared, per-
haps certified as an educational administrator to be considered for em-
ployment in a large district. 
It was noted that in the state where certification is required, 
there was an equal number of male and female directors. Traditionally, 
teaching has been viewed as a profession for women, and the salary re-
flects this thinking. Morris (1992) found that female-dominated fields 
tended to be lower paying than male-dominated fields with comparable 
training requirements •. However, it may be of benefit to those seeking a 
better paying position in education to continue their training to qualify 
for a job as special education director. 
The results showed that more female directors and directors from 
small districts viewed their supervisory competencies to be in the area 
of producing materials. The implication may be that they are performing 
the duties assigned to them. In Oklahoma there is a larger number of 
female directors and directors from small school districts. Their abili-
ties to adapt materials and to select appropriate curriculum may be more 
beneficial to our school children than having supervisory skills in the 
area of staffing. However, not being prepared to deal with staffing 
problems may disqualify them for positions in larger districts where 
there is a demand for individuals to have competence in dealing with 
personnel problems. 
On December 4, 1989, the 42nd Legis 1 ature of the State of Ok 1 ahoma 
passed House Bill 1017 to reform education in Oklahoma. There are many 
changes mandated in this piece of legislation that affect early childhood 
education, standards of performance for teachers and administrators, 
class size requirements~ funding sources. consolidation of schools, etc. 
How these changes will influence the results of this survey if completed 
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at this time can only be speculated. Through more early childhood pro-
grams, perhaps more children with handicaps may be identified. This 
could lead to an increase in the demand for special education teachers 
and services. Through consolidation of schools, fewer small districts 
will be in operation~ reducing the demand for special education directors 
to supervise personnel and direct programs. Since H.B. 1017 is not fully 
implemented at this time, it will be several years before the full impact 
will be felt on the schools. After H.B. 1017 is fully implemented, a new 
study using this survey instrument is recommended to determine what ef-
fect it has had. if any 9 on the perceived supervisory competencies of 
special education directors in Oklahoma. Will Oklahoma special education 
directors be ready to face new and demanding roles in larger schools? 
This needs to be watched carefully to insure that directors are ready to 
compete in the job market if anticipated changes in the number of school 
districts occur. 
In 1906, one year before Oklahoma statehood, the first course to 
prepare supervisors of special education was begun at Teachers College, 
Columbia University 9 in New York. The need for trained special educators 
is strikingly more important today than it was in 1906. The question 
that keeps coming up is: How well are we preparing special educators to 
address the needs of our handicapped children? The special education 
director should be at the forefront as the leader in the quest for 
advancement in the instructional process to assure that our special needs 
students are given the opportunity to be educated to the fullest extent 
possible. Superv·ision is an area that addresses these instructional 
ski 11 s. The importance of acquiring and improving one • s supervisory 
skills cannot be underestimated because it translates directly into im-
proved instructional programs. Although there may be personal 
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satisfaction and some monetary gains for the directors when they are 
better equipped~ the real winners are the children. All the legislation 
in the world cannot take the place of skilled educators making a differ-
ence in their educational niches. 
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certifi.catio~•~-
lmf1al 
Corttftcnflon 
111 Knnsn~ 
StAte 
Approved 
Program 
Col/ego 
Recommondallon 
necommendmg 
Teecher 
EducaiiOil 
ln>lltUtiOfl 
Mu/11pfe 
Proqrams 
Non-Approved 
Programs 
Arcrod1lnd 
E•pnrtenco 
Cerltflcale 
Renewal 
Exceplwnal 
Ch1ld Survey 
Course 
Ccrtifilation, Tea< her Educadon, and Alcrcditatwn Se< t1011 
- Kama~ State Department of Ed1~:J"(i;"l~ 
INITiAL Kansas certificatiOn IS based upon completion of an approved teac-llPr rduc-atton 
proqrnm ~podftr to tho "IIJjr•rl Mra nnrl qrndo IPvPI r!lQIJP~INf 
AND 
Verification that the applicant has either one year of accredtled experience 01 etght SPrTH''Irr 
hours of credit (six If the applicant has an advanced degree) wtthln the six yPars pnor to 
application Recent graduates who have completed the requtred number of semester hour~ 
prror lo graduation and wrlhrn the six-year perrod meat tilts requtrement 
A teacher education program must be approved specifically for subject area and gradP level by 
the department ol crlucnllon of the slate In which lha colleg!'/unlvorslty I• locntPd 1 hP Knn''" 
Department of !education Certlticatron and Teacher Educalton Sectron has tnformelron on IIH' 
Approval slntu~ of tonchor educnllon programs rn other slales Since an approved progrern rs 
!he bnsls for K:msos certlfrcatlon, lranscrrpls are not allalyzed 
The completion ol a teacher education program must be veri fred by the designated cortrfrcalron 
officer of a college or university 
A college or university IS consrdered a recommending teacher educalron mstrllllton whrn a 
minimum of eight grnduate or upper-division semester hours applrcablo lo an approved 
progrnrn have boen cornploled nl that lnstltu!ron by the applrcanl 
When teacher education programs have been completed at more than onE' unrversrly, n 
recommendation Is required from each unlverslly for I he appropriate endorsement Example a 
person prepared as a teacher at one university and as a ~chool counselor at a second unrvers1ty 
must bo recommended by the first university for the lm\chlng endorsement and by tho second 
university lor the school counselor endorsement, however, only one appllcallon fee Is reqUtrPd 
The graduate ol an accredited out-of-state teacher education instrtutron with proqr<Jms whrclt 
do not meet Kansas Rprroval standards may be cerlifred through the rpcommf'ndolron of " 
Kansas college or university The applicant should contact the cerlrfrcatlon officer of lhP Kan~ns 
Institution which has an approved program In the subject area sought Evaluation of prror crPdli 
mny be mndo, deflcloncles Identified. And, rf necessary, a program planned which wrll "'""' 
I<Ansos standards The Kansa~ rns!rlutlon rnay recommend tho opplrcanl for provlsronal or full 
endorsement 
Experience r0qt11rod for lnltlnl cerllllcatlon or corlrficnto renewal must be half-lrme or more> 
under contract In en nccreditPd school whrle holding ll certificate valid for the assignment 
Renewal credr! must be comple>tod at an accredited college or universrly wrlhtn the requlr!'d 
time span and must be upper-division (junior or senior) or graduate level, unll'~~ lowPr-rlrvl.,on 
credit has been ~peclflcAIIy approved by the <rpplicant's distnct or burldrng admtn~trator 
A!Jplicnnts shall ~elf'cl crrdtt hours which marntain or Improve skrlls relAted to lherr 
employment as leachrrs, adrnlnrstralors or specrnl servtc8s personnelrn the schools n0r1Pwal 
credtt shall be approprtate to the endorsements whtch appear on the cerltfrcate. to a new 
ondorsement area, or to professional development 
tnch ~pplicnnt lor renewal of a ~landard elementary and/or secondary teachrng certtftcate musl 
provrde evidence that a two semester hour survey course of exceptional chrldren has bPen 
completed A cour~els Acceptable If It has been completed at an accred1ted college or unrversrty 
and rs a broad survey ol exceptlonallties ol children If a course has been rncluded with prror 
credtt, t! IS not hecessilry to complete a more recent course 
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Cert1f1cate 
Renewal Usmg 
lnserv1ce 
EducatiOn 
Applymg 
m Advance 
Renew1ng on 
the Bas1s 
of Age 
Special 
EducatiOn 
Prov1s1onal 
Endorsement 
ProVISional 
Endorsement 
ma 
Secondary 
Teachmg 
F1eld 
VocatiOnal 
Endorsement 
Substitute 
Teach1ng 
Emergency 
Substitute 
Certd1cat/On 
Rec1proc1ty 
Placement 
Opportunities 
Applicants for cert1f1cate 1 enc>w~l who are employed by d1stncts wh1ch have state-approved 
tnservtce oducntton plnns m.1y tJSC' msorvtco educ:tt!On pomts as a basts for recertJftcatton Tho 
applicant must have an llld1v1dual development plan on file With the employing d1stnct and 
present 160 1nserv1ce educat1on po1nts (with an advanced degree) or 80 1nserv1Ce education 
pomts and four semester hours of additional recent c..ollege cred1t (with a baccalaureate 
degree) The 1nserv1ce po1nts must represent expenences approved for that applicant by the 
d1stnct's 1nserv1ce education council 
A cert1f1cate may be renewed no more than 18 months 111 advance prov1ded that the renewal 
requirements have been met An exception to th1s IS renewal based on age, wh1ch requires 
expenence dunng the f1nal vear of the cert1f1cate's valid1ty as the basis for this type of renewal 
A person holding a valid Kansas cert1f1cate who has reached age 60 may renew a cert1f1cate 
without add1t10nal college credits 1f the appl1cant has taught the school year JUSt pnor to 
cert1f1cate exp1rat1on and four of the f1ve previous years The application lor renewal must be 
accompanied by a request from the employing offiCial of the school ill wh1ch the applicant IS to 
serve 
Prov1s1onal endorsement 1s ava1lable 111 some special education teachmg areas The applicant 
must meet the academ 1c requirements lor prov1s1onal endorsement and must be recommended 
for the specific area and grade level by the teacher education InstitUtion 
A prov1s1onal endorsement may be renewed four t1mes and each renewal requires an 
appl1cat1on, fee, off1c1al transcnpt and a recommendation from the teacher education lnst1tut1on 
based upon progrrss toward completion of an approved program 
Until May 1, 1985, a person who IS cert1f1ed for teachmg grades 7 through 12 may be 
recommended for prov1s1onal endorsement 111 additional secondary areas 11 the applicant has 
completed 50% or more of the recommendmg InstitUtion's approved program A deficiency plan 
for completion of the full program must be prepared and l1led with the appl1cat1on for 
prov1s1onal endorsement Two add1!1onal one-year prov1s1onal endo•sements may be g1ven 
based upon progress on the prescnbed program and the recommendation of the teacher 
education lllStltUtiOil 
VocatiOnal endorsement requ1res work expenence directly related to the area of endorsement 
Appl1cat1ons for endorsement wh1ch are not based upon an approved vocational teacher 
educat1on program must 1nclude ev1dence of h1gh school graduatiOn, a record of related work 
expenence, and venf1cat1on by employers Prov1s1onal vocational endorsement requ1res the 
appl1cat1on to be co-s1gned by the employ1ng school admm1strator 
A standard teach1ng cert1f1cate may be used e1ther for full-time teachmg orsubst1tute teach1 ng 
A Kansas substitute cert1f1cnte mav be used lor no more than 90 days of teaching 111 a school 
year A Kansas substitute teach1ng cert1f1cate requires evidence of pnor Kansas teacher's 
cert1f1cat1on or out-of-state cert1f1cat10n based upon a degree, for secondary level substitute 
certlflcatiO'l, or based upo'l 60 ~ernestN ~ours of credit, for elementary lew>[ subst1tutP 
cert1f1cat1on The nppl1cant for a subst1tute certificate who has not had pnor cert1f1cat1on 1n any 
state must rreet standard cen111catlon requirements A Kansas substitute certificate may be 
renewed once on recent expenence- 90 days dunng the val1d1ty of the certificate Subsequent 
renewals requ:re three additional semester hours of recent college cred1t 
An emergency substitute cert1f1cate 1s available on the bas1s of 60 or more semester hours of 
college cred:t Tl11s ccrt:f1cate 1s 1ssued by the local d1stnct when a shortage of otherw:se 
qual1f1ed <ubstltute teachers l'XIsts The cert1f1cate IS valid for substituting 30 days per semester 
dur:ng the current school •;car and 1n that d1stnct only 
At th1s po1nt 111 lime, Kansas does not have reciprocal certification agreements w:th other states 
The Kansas Stnte Department of Educat1on does not have a placement bureau However, a 
l1st1ng of school d1stncts IS available through the lnformat:on Off1ce, 120 East Tenth Topeka, 
Kansas 66612 
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KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Education 
Director of Special Education 
A. BACKGROUND REQUIREMENTS 
1. Applicant must hold or be eligible for full endorsement in a 
Special education area and 
2. Applicant must hold or be eligible for a District School 
Administrator endorsement and 
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3. Applicant must hold or be eligible for a Building Administrator 
endorsement, including two years of teaching experiences or 
4. Applicant must hold or be eligible for a Special Education 
Supervisor/Coordinator endorsement; including two years of 
teaching experience. 
B. COURSE WORK REQUIREMENTS: 
EDAF 833 Administration of Special rducation-------------------3 
EDAF 893 Seminar: Special Education---~-----------------------3 
EDAF 910 Educational Personnel Administration------------------3 
EDAF 836 School-Public Relations----------------------·---------3 
EDAF 831 Educational Law---------------------------------------3 
EDAF 819 Educational Finance-----------------------------------3 
EDAF 988 Internship-Special Education--------------------------3 
Elective----------------------------------------------3 
TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED------------------------24 
Students will be required to have at least twelve (12) semester 
hours in th·fee (3) areas of special education other than the one area of 
certification under one (1) above~ and must meet the minimum of 48 gradu-
ate hours. 
Additional information about Special Educdtion programs or the 
program in Special Education Administration in particular, may be secured 
from the following member of the faculty in Special Education of the 
College of Education: 
Special Education - Faculty Chairperson 
Bluemont Hall, 301 
Ph. (913) 532-5542 
7/88 
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LIST OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISORY COMPETENCIES 
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Ahhrevi Htecl 1.1 st of Pro f0ssi onCJl Sup0rvj sory Compe tf'nci ec;: 
Dcv0 lopmenta I Superv:l soJ-y Compe Leney Assessmf'lll Sys tcm 
A. DEVELOPING CURRICULUH 
A-1 Setting instructional goals 
A-2 Designing instructional units 
A-3 Developing and adapting curricula 
13. PROVIDING HATERTALS 
13-1 Evaluating Hnd selecting learning materials 
13-2 Producing learning mnterials 
B-3 Evaluating the utilization of learning resources 
C. PROVIDING STAFF VOR INSTRUCTION 
C-l Developing a stnffing p!C~n 
C-2 Recruiting and selecting personnel 
C-3 Assigning personnel 
D. ORGANIZING FOR INSTRUCTION 
D-J Revising exic,ting structures 
D-2 AssimilCJtlng progrC~ms 
D-3 Monitoring new arrangements 
E. RELATING SPECIAL PUPIL SERVlCES 
E-l AnCJlyzing and securing services 
E-2 Orienting Pmcl utilizing specJal personnel 
E-3 Scheduling services 
E-4 Evaluating the utiUzatlon of services 
F. ARRANGING FOR IN-Sl~RVlCE EDUCATroN 
F-1 Supervising in a clinical mode 
F-2 Planning for individual growth 
F-3 Designing in-service training sessions 
F-4 Conducting in-service Lraining sessions 
F-5 Training for leadership roles 
F--6 Assessing needs (or in-service eclucntion 
F-7 Developing n master plan 
F-8 Writing a proJect proposal 
F-9 Designing a self-instructJonal packet 
F-10 Designing a training program series 
G. DEVELOPING PURLJC RELATIONS 
G-1 Informin[; the pub} ic 
G-2 Involving public opcnion 
G-3 Utilizing public opinion 
H. PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR JNSTRUCTION 
H-1 Developing educational specifications 
H-2 Planning for remodeling 
H-3 Outfitting a facility 
J. EVALUATING INSIRUCTTON 
I-1 Observing and analyzing teaching 
l-2 Designing a questionnaire 
I-3 Interviewing in-depth 
I-4 Analyzing and interpreting data 
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Source, Ben ~L Harris, Developmental Supervisory Competency Assessment 
System (Round Rock, Texas, Ben M. Harris Associates, 1980). 
APPENDIX C 
PERSPECTIVES OF SUPERVISOR COMPETENCIES 
ACCORDING TO VARIOUS AUTHORS 
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AUTHOR 
Harris (1985) 
Developing Currlculum 
Organizing for Instructlon 
Evaluating Instruction 
Relating Special Pupil Servlces 
Arranging for Inservlce Education 
Developlng Publlc Relatlons 
Lovell and Wiles (1983) 
Curriculum Development 
llO 
SUPERVISORY COMPETENCIES 
Providing Materials 
Providing Staff 
Providing Facilities 
Orienting Staff 
Goal Formulatlon, Implementation and Evaluation 
Direct Support and Servlce for the Teaching Behavlor System 
Evaluation for Personnel Declslon 
Inservice Education 
Evaluation of Educatlonal Results 
Dull (1981) 
Classroom Supervlsion 
Curriculum Development 
Personnel Asslgnment and Evaluatlon 
Instructional Materlals, Equlpment 
and Facllltles 
Staff Development 
Burch and Danley (1980) 
Resource Allocatlon 
Host Ceremonial 
External Contacts 
Training & Development 
Observation & Evaluatlon 
Formal Communications 
Information & Dissemination 
Carman (1970) 
Coordinatlng Inservlce Education 
Guidance 
Communlcatlon 
Motivation 
Malntenance 
of Records 
Crisis 
Management 
Fostering Improvement in Human Relatlons 
Providlng Instructional and Consultatlve Servlces 
~----------------------------~--------------------------------------------
Source: M. D. Bailey, 11 The Relat1onsh1p Among Superv1sory Competenc1es, 
Job Expectat1ons, and Pos1t1on Types 11 (Unpub. doctoral disserta-
tion (1986). 
APPENDIX D 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM DR. BEN HARRIS AND 
DR. M. DANITA BAILEY 
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/._ ~~---· Memorandum 
_ ~:, ~~l,:~~ DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
-l "'- r-=-~"'EDUCP.TION BUILDlt'-lG 310 0 AREA CODE 5\2 47\ 7551""r:t,•·n-;t~.,..-.-Y~, .... q ~ ''" 
'· 'ft" 'rt! or " ,..,._ ~r r'> COLLEGEOFEDUCATION 0 THEUNIVERSITYOFTEXASATAUSTIN 0 AUSTIN78712 
........ t" ._--'(~ 
TO: Ms. Jo Bennett DATE: 2/10/87 
FROM: Ben M. Harris 
Dear Ms. Bennett: 
Thanks for your 1nterest 1n Supervisory Competency 
Assessment. Enclosed are several documents: 
1. Self-Assessment of Supervisory Competencles--A 
forced-cholce 1nstrument. 
2. Abbrev1ated statements of competencies regrouped 
by maJor competenc1es and task areas. 
3 . A key for scor1ng the self-assessment inventory. 
4 • A profile scor1ng key. 
5. Some norm data to consider. Dr. Bailey•s disser-
tation provides another set of norms. 
6. A more complete l1sting of competencies. 
Good luck! 
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May 1* 1987 
Dear Ms. Bennett: 
Dr. Ben Harris has informed me that you would like to use my 11Self-
Assessment of Supervisory Competencies 11 instrument in your doctoral re-
search project. From the tone of your letter, I am assuming that you 
have already received it from Or. Harris. 
Yes, you have my approval and my blessings. Good luck in your work. I 
vividly remember my own struggle to complete my doctorate. I hope you 
are receiving all the support and assistance you need. 
I would love to know what your research is about and how you plan to use 
the assessment instrument. If you have time, please write me about it. 
Sincerely, 
M. Danita Bailey, Ph.D. 
,: __ ~'.> Memora11d um ,,~.~- ~(.;; ~~ DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
'· ·~'~  ... ~ , ~ _ , r~~~EDUCATION BUILDING 310 0 AREA CODE 512 471 7551 ,..r:tl67t,-.- .. ~)' ~--"\ 
,_ ' . ·~ ' { 
e jC ~r c'' COLLEGEOFEDUCATION 0 THEUNIVERSITYOFTEXASATAUSTIN 0 AUSTIN78712 
~-.... ~:- __ --:_!, 
TO: Ms. Jo Bennett DATE: 6/10/91 
FROM: Ben M. Harris 
RE: Request for Validation Data 
M. D. Balley (1986). "The Relationship Among Super-
visory Competencies, Job Expectations, and Position 
Types" (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Universlty 
of Texas at Austin) . 
This dlssertatlon ls really about all that is 
available. 
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APPENDTX E 
SELF-ASSESSMENT OF SUPERVISORY COMPETENCIES 
SURVEY AND COVER LETTER TO KANSANS 
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February 1, 1989 
Dear Director of Spec1al Educat1on: 
At this time, Kansas has a certificat1on requirement that goes 
along with being qualified to hold the position of Director of 
Special Education. The position of Director of Special Education 
116 
in Kansas indicates that you hnve gone through a specific program 
and have acquired specific skilLs. As a Director of Special 
Education, yott are responsible for performing many supervisory 
duties, i.e., developing curriculum, developing materials; staffing; 
inservice; evaluations. In Oklahoma, there is not a certification 
requirement for Directors of SpecJal Education. Individuals holding 
the position of Director of Special Education are not required to 
obtain specific training and certification, prior to being placed 
in that position. 
I am presently working on my doctorate at Oklahoma State University, 
in the Department of Educational Administration. I am interested 
in researching the area of perceived supervisory skills/competencies 
of Directors of Special Education in Oklahoma and Kansas. Since 
the requirements for that position are not the same, I would like 
to see if there is a difference in the way the Directors perceive 
their skills. I would be most appreciative if you would fill ottt 
the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me as soon as possible. 
I need your help in obtaining information to produce the most 
accurate and complete data possible. At no time will your name 
be associated with your response, even if you elect to sign the survey. 
Thanking you in advance for your time and assistance, both of wltich 
are greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Jo Bennett 
JB/mah 
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( ) 21.\lr.itu u. .. cruct:!e>nld rooJ• th.ot 
d,li.Da- l .. aminl,. outC.O.f'~. 
( ) ::.Xa~•• rec~ndati~n~ to ~ro~ 
lll.lt~r1oL.l ruourcr ut1.li::.at1on. 
' •duea~inn proJr~. 
--
--
--~! ( ) 2:l.C.,lidu. p1aon1ni o! 1nan~t:e 
; ( ) :.:. .~ i~n• •urvey• ut1l1:!.nt obaerr•- __ 
II 
t1on ci11c. to .,id• 1n&truct:1cnal 
avli.J.u.at.1on. 
l ne-~ds oi ne\.· pr::rsonn~l 
II ( ) 25.!d<."l~i!;!a:r proiuLional orr:nnh 
( ) JJ.Druu orgllni=tinnu cllllru. 
( ) 34.Ar=ange~~~onitorn the co~er~ 
produc~ion of nrv unit CAter~Il£. 
( ) 3.5.Cunduct!!i oe:~d• a•na.Qist::Jeot for 
cu~::!.::t:l u:::. revision. 
( ) 4l.Stlec~s. develaps mediJ !or 5~1!­
insL=uct~onal ?~Ck~t 
( ) 42.Cocputes tests of Eignificancr co 
sclvc ins~~c:iDnal ev~luation 
probl•ms. 
( ) 43.Arr-nges to !nvolv~ r~presenrat1ve 
?~rtic~pant~ in goal Bettin& 
--
--
--
( ) 1.1.. Uses r!:ferences,. guides, th..B.t re-
vie~, evaluace bo~k•. aupplies, etc--
( ) '5 Recefines teacher A~lection cri-
t~:1~ to oerforoance exnecLatioiS 
( ) 5l.Stolec::s, d•sc:c::.bes rat:icnale !or 
I in.st.ructional unit JO.tr.-t.r:gy de:vel-
oprne.n t 
( ) 52.Speci!i~s criteria for ev•lu&ting 
utillznt.io~ of resourc~ p~r~on&. 
( ) 53 Propos~~ vrjtttn ~rentiv~ r~cruit­
OE!'nt plan. 
( ) 3' Lrads participant thr~ugh meaning-
ful in•enr:ic• ac:!vity 
( ) .sr:.. \.1r1tt-.!. C)f'aTl) tr• comrnun1cnt~ o~Hn-
lnt 0f ~valuntjDrl dntn d!~ol11vr. --
] [: /)fL /~/6171&/9/]0 
1..-v 111 fh 
( ) 26.Du1p.u •rterudt-c•tchL~r' brochure• 
for potendal t•ach~r •r~>l iu.nu.. 
( ) '2i.Orj;:•n1tl'll 'o•bnetinr' ... a&iOI:U• !or 
t•a.ch•r• l.ad1nf 1n&&l'"o'1Ct uaa1Ga.c.. 
( ) z~.Cowput~~ =·~. -dan•. 1DOd .... •tr: .. 
!or in•truc tional av11luati011 li.ata. 
( ) 29.AnalYxw• '"u aeoru o! at\lcu::>t5 !or 
.... e 1n o•tl'rm:in1llf' na .. dod cun:'iculuo: 
cb.aor.••· 
( ) 30.-Uu probinr qunt .ion• of ul u-
persont demonst:ratinr o..at cr~tis. 
( ) 36.Assisc:r 1n vritin[ • nate:n=t o! 
ph:Uoaophy of eauc.a t1on. 
( ) 37.De.1ro~ aurvey of inotructionaJ 
'!CJI.CIOriUs. 
--
--
--
( ) 38.ArrLngO!S for nev pars annal o-rimtat:!.o~ 
( ) 39. D<:v~lop1 te.lilchar 1n•~rvic~ a-pe.r.iatnce __ 
.schedule.. 
( ) J.O.An.aly:z:es t~t:.h•r pcrform.a.nce udng 
vfiri ed CaL a aources 
( ) 46.lrAin.s., lL&d.u tllla.m in t..sing ;;:n.;;t'Ceri.3..l 
a•s•s•m~nt ins~rubents. 
( ) 47.De~1gn:< c•sts for 1ns:ructicrnal 
un:1ts. 
( ) 48.Designs table•, charts for 
lacing'qu~stionn&lre dat• 
I CT.!.D.S-
( ) 49.Reec=>.,nds cuf! &SSl&TI!:lents basec 
on job expec~ations Ana ~taf! 
compe~enc.ies .. 
( ) 50.Consults vith decision-maker• and 
olanner:5 in priori:i.::i-,c !.....,!e.!""V'lce 
( ) 56.Dr~~• Jogi=al co~c~u~ions !roc 
RvalUlltio:l data. 
( ) 57.D~sign5 te£t•. vor~h•ets. ~ipu­
lo~c.ives teo enhanct learnin~ 
( ) SB.Develora pl&n for reas~i~m«nt of 
personnel. 
( ) 59 Providea training for t••ch•r• •ho 
imrtlement in•II!T'V'ice,. 
( ) 60 5~J~~t5 hiFh prjor1rv in~trurt1onal 
votdl for atudt-ntr. 
ne~::.s 
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( ) 64.n.ocriba• clear procedurao for 
c""!>h~~ qu.-ti.=Jlin. 
( ) 63.Plana ine•rvice training aaGmion 
to 1o c1 ud < a vad..t: !:'J' o! n:!Jou.l..o tin,--
aC"t:f."rl. tl I!~ 
( ) 71~Wr1t•• r•c~dation• b•••d on 
i.latrucr.i.ot141 .-va..lUA-t.~ d.au. 
( ) 72.Idant1!1e• 1na~rv1t~ re9ourc~ 
n•«d1. 
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( ) 
( ) 
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73.Dcsignl r~liAblc. valid proc~durea 
to idwcity ar:rengtlu, v~.a..i:...~r.l'Uiltt£ 
in c:ur-:--icu.l.a. 
74.Yor~ v~:~ tttA~~erz to produce 
cducAt!on~y so~d CAte~iAl~. 
75.Guide..s .adt::l.!..nisr:rxtor:a:. t:tL'lc.httrs •-
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c~~1.ni coo'tr!..bution.:~ o{ b•truc-
t1onal ra•ou:rc:e p'!ra..on~ 
( ) B4.~y%a• netd5 asaes~~t da~a 
!or 1nae:rv1ca. 
lf!1JI4{'{6{71ft/9{10 
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) 66.Plan- vro•r .. of curTiculus ada~t~ 
tioo involYin& L&achara u. curri~ulUA.-­
vorkAra .. 
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( ) 69.Coaatructa display. for in••rr1c• 
propoa.al.a that CO"""'Mm1rue• leh•d.ul•s,--
ccat&, atalfia~. 
( ) 70.JLrr:.mmcda •Pl'rcl'ri.au .,c! i.Dappro-
pri . au vay1 co u.oa fon:.nivct data 
foT •umm•t:1v• 'u~••~-
( ) 76.or,~i%ta~ dirac~• rwvirw co~t~•as __ __ 
in m&t.rri&.l ••l•c:.i.on. 
( ) 77.E.a~imatos tim• to complot~ actiV1-
t1~• in in•rructi.auU unit. 
( ) 78.Aa11sto toachor io oolecting objoc-
t1v•• for chAnge. in c..l..a.•aroom 
( ) 
79.R.e..a.c.Alyze!ll job de•c:tipt.i.ons to 
rec..otr::c:md modi.fi~ :::i.ona. 
86 .. .P...ac~d• t'lla...ssign:mt'!Ilt Jchedul•• --I 
providing Dev" ~e.ri.CJ.ce• tor ?ersr.on• 
1ae..ki:lg pra::otion•. 
( ) 87.D«scr~es ~each±Dg procedurE• for & 
unit. 
( ) 88.Dil.~o:i.~,. orga.ni.ziP!S culti-t:u!di.J. 
ins~ruc~iOUAl pac~C !or mtudenta. 
( ) 89.Conar:ructli sc:!ledule tuid'!.Db e'Vn.lll.,3-
d.on inte.rvi.e'\11 .. 
( ) 85.Sprci!ie• high priorit) qu .. tiao• __ ( ) 9D.Lud• rroup in .-yot=atic pl.uming --1 
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( ) 
( ) 
9l.Db••rvc&, racorrl&, ~&ly%R~ in~ 
clA••room &c:~iV1tie5 vith varioua 
1n•t:::"'..I:D~tl!.. 
92.Se:quenc:a!!l content and obj~ctiv~~ 
for J~l!-iD•tructional tra~ing 
packet: 
93.D«•cr1b•~ raviJiona in lt~f!!nt 
to i!:f?rovo inatruct:i.on. 
94.0rgani1••, •naly%•• informacion 
prior tD rwco~endin& purchage 
( ) 95.Analyi.a£ aco?~t. •1tque-nc1:. c.ontn.nt 
in curriculur3 tuide 
( ) 96.Df!velops ~ruppl==~aJ. p1ide1, liau 
to uae vith 'regul~r' curr~culum 
gu.id••· 
( ) 97.Co~area resourc• ~t•ri1ls ~th 
recogni:ed at~ndarda of quAlit7. 
( ) 9B.V.~1gn• procedur~• for proc~ming 
•pplic..ations. 
( ) 99. CDnduou aupol"Vioory intorv.l.av vit.b 
ta•cher U.Eini non-d1rac:'tiVIP &Ild 
»h_.,red d~c:ision~kinl t11chniquea. 
( )100 ~aign• evaluation in~trviJrJ procr-
durra to fac111t•t• recoTdint of 
rewponllt'B 
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( )lDl.~ritaa proJT&& propuaala with 
c:.la•r aoa.la. 
( )102.Urite• claar qu••tionnairw itkmJ 
for rY&lu.tfons. 
( )lOJ.I>uJ.s;no """"'''b1J =~ t !or uoo ao 
proto~• !or other unitp. 
( )1()1. .Camparra coot d!ecd'Vcnot .. of 
di!!ar•nt m.d~A. 
( )lO~.!r11Da admini•tr•~oru. t&Acbara tn ___ 
.:t.a!f aas:i;:::t.::~crn proce.dun::z 
( )~.Ldit~. r~v~aP ac~i~~y da~crip­
tioaa in curri::ulum. 
( }112.5urveva materi£1 resourca persona 
!Ds1de/out•1d• •chool for dtci~iao---­
m.ald.:lt 1.nfo~t1Dn. 
( )llJ. Sc:hodul•• t:ilw c.ona.erving i.nt.~r-
vir::vo &00 or~a.nt.a tioo •ct.ivitiu 
!or applicants. 
( )114.Deacribu array of inservic.t pr<:>-
JUl!U ahov1.n~; thoir re.llltiooahip 
to pricri~y naad&. 
( )113.Du1!;!l& in~~rviev procedurE3 and 
m.a t e.r::La.l.s to .assure 1n-dopty pr<>-
bL.,!:: 1n ~valuations.. 
( )l1J.. Vo.lidAtOOA ac:or:in& &yatmo for <Uu 
raduc~ian in p•rsonoal aclac~~~. 
--
--
--
1 f?/31'1~1'1' rw,no 
Low IIJ.&h 
( )lO~.XLlp~ taacbwro adopt loooon. unit 
plEna for indJvidual di!!orwocoo. 
( )107 .Duis:n•• cr1t1qu.o. al unuti·u oco!-__ 
finJ plaua for ,...., inn:ructiond prorn"" 
( )lOt.O;cratU ..,UuU vrodw:tiDD equipRm>t. __ 
( )l09.DrYelopo focuo~ obaorwwtiDD inatru-
aanu for an&l.:f%1l11 t~~Achi.DJ probl..,..-.-
( )llO.Sdaeto and a<Uq>u needs u•--•tH 
instl"'UDCnt:s !or insc~c .. tT"&ininr --
( )ll6.Cuid .. taac:hu plomU.nr for obon-va- __ 
tiDD pr•paratiou. 
( )ll7.Providea advanc• 1nf~TmAtioo, phy•i-
c..al arra.nse..m~m~s. .. e••ea~.1..41 res.ourc.as--
for 1n•«rvic• .. 
( )llB. Coord.ilatu •••iiDlntr:D.t& of !tuhati-
·-tutas and vclu.a.taar.t.. 
( ) ll9. Opor>.tu x~rcx, ditto-CJi>• capi.trs 
--&Ill! or.har copy =c:h.1.n"-"· 
( )110 • .A<bpts c:urric:ulum ruidos 1.n 8C01'11 1 
--aaqu~:nca to scuden~s' needs. 
( )116.l.aads U..llt:hor Urougb a cl.1.n:!.u..l cye.l• 
for inar.:ruc.1:iou..a.l i=;J~c.. --I I ( )121. Cocduc:u 1.n-dopth t!Vo.luatioc icter-vieva. rrc:ording hi!lhlY ro.liohlo 
d.at.&. 
( )117 .lteano.l:rze• taac:hu O'Vlluat1ou duu 
.. boat. for propoa1.ng por.ommo.l 
a&s:i~l!nts .. 
( )12J. Conducts go&.l-•n.a.l y•i• u•ssi= 
in& s-tud~D.t achiev~r::::l't d•u. 
uo- ( )UB.Dcsir;n:s inst:rument !or •••e.aai.ng nev 
l urni.ng m.u=io.l. 
( ) 124 .!Jrices •urvey report on tau riAl ( )119 .Provide• uodul Ttrb.o.l feedbJick on 
11..v.a.ilabilicy, utiliZJlt.ion. qu.U.ity .-- iD•t.:ruct.ional ob•e.rvatioo dat..a. 
( )125.Spec1!1ea realistic icaervice ob-
1e~~ives related LO nartici~&nL ne~d~ 
( )13l.Prepares curricul~ materiAl for 
reproduct:ion and diAt:.rib-utioo. 
( )1.32eSecur•~, adaptll l~rnin@: m.ateri.a.l.i 
that promote ac:tiv., 1Dvolv~m~t of 
11t.udent.s. 
( )133 Draft• propoaa1J for 1nnovat1ve 
L~, int~rd1£ciplL~ t~~ch~g 
arTang~rnta. 
( )134.ldentifiaa highly com?~t~t taach-
ers, promotl.nt th~iT intar.uH in 
in•el'""V'ic:• 
( )lJS.Constru~t• inatructional ~v•lUA­
tion d&t.a diaplaya in b.zr, lin• 
&raph, and ~abular forma. 
( )lJO.Adapta uoits, lcoooc& to meat icrl1v1-__ _ 
dual KtUCe:lt needs. 
( )1J6.Speci!iu c:ritaria to un in ov&.lua-
t1on o:f 1natruc1:.Wna.l Ute:r-4-.&.l..ar. .. 
( )lJ7 • .EDt :!Jute& rcliabilit"y and valldity 
of ctrrrlc:ulu: roa.l at.t..a.:i:ll:reDt. proeedu;;;" .. 
( )lJB.!uu, anoly-aa 1.notru<:t:1ouo.l ovalu.o-
tion questionnaire it~ and reapooa~--­
fo'I'lll£ .. 
( )1J9.loterpreta toac:hor por!orm&cc• dato 
uains coll.aborative procadure• vith 
c.lie.nt.. 
( )140.V~it•• •f!irmacivo action pl&na 
•p•ci!ying pro1ramJ, po•itiDn• to 
btat benefit !rom u•• o! minor1t1aa. 
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tl...on 1n•r.rumJC:D.t£. 
( Opll nn.1 I.) 
J•cm,ll(' 
1{1(]/L/5/6171~!•110 
l,.n.v Rl Jr. 
)l46.Trai.nll 1.:rn:rrr1~ 1.J'1 o•.,. of i.r-
tiqt.h 1.nBt:'I"UCt.1.Dn..&.l rvalu..ar.l.oo 
in~•rTi~ achadulaL. 
)14 7 .Oba•T""'F•.I. 1.D c..l.&.&aroo~t... W.:l.n~ 
a.lect•G ob•~TT•tion in•~rumaDta 
)l4ll .. \lr1.t:a• c.lu.T job d..a..u:r-i?t:imu icr 
var1at:J o! po•itioo•. 
)lH.Spod.!U.• crit<ri.a of qu.a.l.iq, 
n~iq. rYai.l.abiliq for teach• ... 
wva..luar.l.on, oe.lat:Uon o! lu.r::d .. :q; 
m.a t. ~ ri.al• • 
)UO.C..Ourpa.rai., conLr.aau prEV1o\ll.l) 
dave....Lo-ped c.urTiculw:. o...=~.r.~rr"......Ll. trot: 
a«Y•r.a...l aotrrCR a. 
* .. ~IJt TO ~ ALL Br:::liJ.7"IDF SI::"S 
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l'o •, 1 t. 1 on I 1 L lc 
i\ IJ/1 
J)lstrlct S1zcs _I __ _ 
I 
I 
0 
500-1,000 
1,001-6,000 
b,001+ 
Please mark the cout~sc~ you ll.1ve c.ompl ct eel 
Pt1bl1r School AdrnlrllSlrdllc)n 
/ldmlnlslrallon of Spcc1al Eclucal lOP 
Or§CJn}::ZQt10il dTJc! /~omlnlstrc~tlon 1r Eouc.Jtlo~ 
L Or[.C.ll,ZctllOn and /\amlnlstrotlOTt 1n Spec1ol Ecu::_at10r 
Supcrv1.:10n (hc~'u]ar Educot1onl 
b Suf'LT\lSlon 1r1 Spc.c1al Educat10r 
0-rfa'll zot 1ona 1 Tht~Ol'- 1n [ducOLlor 
S Oq<'•'''ltJOn~l TilLon 1n Splc1;;1 Educat1or. 
~ D c v c 1 <'!'"'en L o l l'' v c h o 1 o 1: • 
1( bcna\10...- Cnarctctc.rJ<....!...)c...c: c. t:"CLf'ltJona] Ch1lcrcr 
11 CtJrrlCl )ur. Devclnnmcnl 111 het:ular Eauca!.lOT 
]. Cu1· llt'lUT' InvclopnH,nt 11' SvC>cJ, 1 Educat1or 
Li Puld JC ',c),ool F1nc~ncc (I:ducatlonal 1'1nancc) 
}t., Snc c 12.] Ecuc.<Jt 1 or. r1 nancc. 
1~ Suncn'l'lOr ,,-, Pui.J11c School Pcrc,onncl 
ll Sui~c_r\'1'101\ of C:.pcc1CJJ Eouc,t10n Pe::rsonnE:] 
]7 Lef,J1 /•,peer•, ol f(lcJC.-;tJOJJ (Ed11c.111onal Law) 
18 Legal /•spects of Spcc121 Eci11C2ClOr, 
19 lilsror) of Educat1on 
20 H1•tor• of Spec1al I:ducat1or 
21 Lc~der•li1p 111 EduCIHJOn 
22 Lcndersh1p 1n Sp,-.C..1r 1 l Tducc~! 10n 
23 Hot1vat1on 1}Jcory 
24 Exceptional Ch1ldr~n 
25 School-Publ1c Rclatlon' 
llavc you been Lrn1ncd 111 ,1 '~pee ld] 
of Spec.1al Scrv1ces and arc now or 
a D1rector of Spcc.1ol Scrv1ccs' 
prclgrnm for D1rcctor's 
l1n~e been ccrt1f1ed as 
Yes No 
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APPENDIX F 
FIRST AND SECOND MAIL OUT LETTERS 
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January 5, 1989 
Dear Director of Special Services: 
On November 3 1988, I distributed a survey I'm using for my 
research for my doctoral dissertation. As a doctoral candidate 
in the Department of Edttcational Administration as Oklahoma 
123 
State University, my research is designed to assess the current 
supervisory activities of Oklahoma's Directors of Special Services 
and what they perceive as their best skills/capabilities. 
Some of you have already taken the time to complete the survey 
and return it to me. I want to "Thank You" for you consideration 
and help. However, I am still needing additional surveys to 
produce the most accurate and complete data possible. At no 
time will your name be assocLated wLth your response, even if 
you elect to sign the survey. 
Thank you for your time and assistance, both of which are greatly 
appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Jo Bennett 
JB/mah 
May 23, 1989 
Tulsa, OK 74113 
Dear Maureen: 
Several months ago I distributed a questionnaire that I'm 
my research on my Doctorate at Oklahoma State University. 
responded to my request, but I am still needing your help 
enough information to complete my research study. 
124 
using for 
Many have 
to have 
A few individuals took the time to make comments regarding my ques-
tionnaire. I appreciate the feedback. From their comments, I feel 
it is appropriate to give some background information on the instru-
ment I'm utilizing in my study. ''The Developmental Supervisory Com-
petency Assessment System'' was developed at the University of Texas 
at Austin by Dr. Ben M. Harris for ''The Special Education Supervisor 
Training Project." It was a carefully developed set of competency 
specifications for instructional supervisors. In 1984, the assessment 
instrument format was revised and simplified. The instrument I am 
using is the simplified version called: "Self-Assessment of Supervisory 
Competencies." The nine leadership-task areas were abbreviated to five 
critical competencies: developing curriculum; providing materials; 
providing staff; arranging for inservice education and evaluating 
instruction. This list in no way represents all job-tasks in your 
position as Director of Special Education. This instrument only 
explores the areas of dealing with supervising special education staff. 
I know this is a busy time of year for you, but your help is appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Jo Bennett 
JB/mah 
APPENDIX G 
ABBREVIATED STATEMENTS OF SPECIFIC COMPETENCIES 
(SKILLS) OF SUPERVISION 
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A CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
A1 Setting Instructional Goals 
1 L£-ad-:. gr-oups 
12 Use~ graphics 
21 Writes goals 
36 Assists in writing philosophy 
43 Arranges involvement 
60 Select~ priority goals 
62 Identiiies goals 
73 Designs proc~dures 
123 Conducts goal analysis 
137 Estimates rel iabi 1 i ty and validity 
A2 Designing Instructional Units 
7 Write~ periormance objectives 
16 Selects, describes activities 
47 Designs tests 
51 Selects, describes rationale · 
77 Estimates time to complete unit 
103 De~igns exemplary unit 
130 Adapts to meet needs 
141 Designs for· innovative lesson 
87 Describes teaching procedures 
111 Edits a~tivity descriptions 
150 Compares, contrasts material 
A3 Developing And Adapting Curricula 
29 Analyzes test scores 
35 Conducts needs asse~sment 
66 Plans curriculum adaptation 
81 Evplains proposed adaptations 
95 Ar al yze<:, scope, sE-quence 
96 Develops guides 
106 Helps teachers ad~pt 
120 Adapts curriculum guides 
131 Prepares m~terial for reproduction 
126 
8 11?, TEF: I ALS ('E\.'ELOF'HEI-JT 
81 Evaluating And Selecting L~arning Materials 
11 Trains personnel 
30 Asks qu~5tions of salespersons 
44 Uses referenc~s, guides 
61 Makes purchase recommendations 
76 Organizes, directs review 
c omrn i t t e e s 
94 Organizes, analyzes information 
104 Compares costs 
128 Designs assessment instruments 
149 Specifies selection criteria 
82 Producing Learning Materials 
2 Operates audio production 
equipm~:-nt 
17 Designs audio-visual materials 
34 Arranges, monitors production 
57 Design! tests, worksheets, etc. 
74 Works with teachers to produce 
materials 
88 Designs, organizes packets 
108 Operates visual production 
equipment 
119 Operates xerox, copiers, etc. 
132 Secures, adapts l~arning mat~rials 
142 Produces written student use 
material 
127 
83 Evaluation Of The Utilization Of Learning Resources 
8 Designs instruments 
22 Makes recommendations 
37 Designs survey of materials 
46 Trains in u<::~ of Instruments 
52 Specifies utilization criteri"' 
67 Locates new material 
83 Provides feedback 
97 Compares against standards of 
quality 
112 Survey resource person; 
1 2 4 (,J r i t e s s u r v e >' r e p or t 
1 3 ~. S p e c if i e s rra a t e r- i a 1 c r i t e r i a 
C STAFFING 
Cl D~v~loping A Staffing Plan 
18 D~v~lops performance criteria 
33 Draft~ oroanizational chart~ 
49 Recommend; 1 reassignments 
63 Projects ~tafflng needs 
79 Reanalvzes job descriptions 
93 Describes revisions to improve 
instruction 
107 Designs, cr)tiques staffing plan5 
for new Instructional programs 
133 Drafts Innovative team arrangements 
143 Analyzes effects of reduction 
in staff 
148 Writes clear job descriptions 
C2 Recruiting And Selecting Personnel 
4 Redesigns appl icat1on forms 
14 Develops procedures for data 
gathering 
26 Designs recruiting brochure5 
45 Redefines selection criteria in 
performance terms 
53 Proposes recruitment plan 
68 Ll~t~ Institutions for recruitment 
82 Conducts interviews using schedules 
98 Designs procedures for processing 
applications 
113 Conserves applicant~ Interview 
and orientation time 
121 Val idat~s ~ystem for data 
reduction in selection 
6 
25 
38 
58 
75 
86 
105 
118 
127 
140 
C3 Assigning Personnel 
Recommends new personnel 
as5lgnments 
Identifies professional growth 
needs 
Arranges new personnel orient~tion 
Develop5 rea5~ignment pl~n 
Guides administrators, teachers 
in makinQ assignments 
Recommends reassignments providing 
new experiences 
Trains admini£trators and t~achers 
in a~signment proc~dur~~ 
Coordinates assionment of substi-
tutes and volunt;er~ 
Reanalyzes evaluation data to 
propo5e assionments 
Writes affir~ative action plans 
128 
F Ihf~.ER'JI CE EDUCATI CN 
Ft'Supervising In A Cl in1cal Mode 
99 Conduct5 interviews using non-
directive, shared decision-making 
126 Leads te~cher through clinical 
cycle 
147 Observes in classrooms using 
selected instruments 
F2 Planning For Individual Growth 
39 Develops teacher inservice 
experience schedule 
78 Assists teacher in selecting 
obJectives for change 
139 Interprets performance data using 
collaboratve procedures 
F3 Designing In~ervlce Training Sessions 
65 Plan5 training including variety 
of stimulating activities 
19 Develops evaluation procedures 
and materials 
125 Specifies realistic objectives 
related to needs 
F4 Conducting Training Sessions 
54 Leads participants through 
meaningful activiti'es 
117 Provides advance information, 
physical ar~ngernents, resources 
for inservlce 
144 Selects lnservice strategy fo~ 
specific groups 
27 
59 
134 
~5 Training For Leadership Roles 
Orga~izes "de-briefing" sessions 
for 1 nserv i ct> 1 eader 5 
Provides training for teacher 
lnservice leaders 
Identifies competent teachers 
PI" om o t i n g the i r i n t e-re s t i n 
lnservice 
129 
F6 Asses~lng N~~ds 
50 Consults with decision-makers, 
planners in prior !tizing needs 
84 Analyzes needs assessment data 
for i nser·v Ice 
110 Selects, adapts needs assessment 
instruments 
F7 Developing A Master Plan 
32 Designates strategies for 
ins~rvice programs 
72 Identifies lnservice resource 
needs 
114 Describes lnservice programs 
relating to priority needs 
F8 Writing Project Proposals 
15 Coordinates work in preparing 
inservice proposals 
69 Construct~ inservice displays 
communicating costs, staff, etc. 
101 Writes inservice propos?ls with 
clear goals 
F9 Designing Self-Instruction81 Packets 
10 Programs self-instructional 
activity sequence 
41 Selects, develops media for 
self-instructional packets 
92 Sequences content, objectives for 
self-Instructional packet': 
FlO Designing A Training Program 
De5igns 1n5erv1ce recognizing 
individual differences 
Guide~ p1anning of meaningful 
inse-rvices 
S'(l Le<od<E gr·c·up in planr11rrg to 
rel?te sessl.ons 
130 
l EVA,LUAT 11-J(i l f-JSTRUC T I Ol-.1 
11 Observing And Analyzing Teaching 
9 Schedules teacher observations 
24 Designs surveys uti 1 121ng data 
to gu1de evaluation 
70 Recommends ways to use form?tive 
data for summdtive purposes 
80 Selects best observation instrument 
91 Observes, analyzes classroom acti-
vities with various instruments 
109 nevelops focused observation 
instruments 
129 Provides useful verbal feedback 
on observation data 
145 Trains administrators, teachers 
In instrument use 
116 Guides teacher planning for 
observation 
20 
48 
64 
85 
_1 02 
138 
12 Designing Questionnaires 
Selects reliable response modes 
Designs tables, charts for 
translating questionnaire data 
Describes procedures for 
completing questionnaires 
Speciiies high priority questions 
Writes clear questionnaire Items 
Tests, analyzes questionnaire Items 
and response forms 
131 
13 Interviewing In-Depth 
89 Con~tructs interview schedule 
100 Designs interview procedures to 
fac i 1 i tatE> recording 
115 Designs procedurE's, materials to 
as~ure indepth probing 
122 Conducts interviews, record1ng 
r· e 1 i ab 1 e data 
146 Trains interviewers in use of 
~chedulE>s 
14 Analyzing And Interpreting Data 
5 Construct~ contingPncy tables 
13 Constructs scattergram 
28 Computes means, medians, modes 
31 Constructs br~nching diagrams to 
scol vt- probl t-ms 
40 Analyzes teacher performance 
using varied data sources 
42 Computes significance tests to 
solve problems 
55 Writes clearly to communicate 
display meanings 
56 Draws logical conclusions from 
data 
71 Writes recommendations based on 
evaluation d<da 
135 Constructs data displays in graph, 
tabular forms 
Source: M. D. Ba1ley, 11 The Relat1onsh1p Among 
Superv1sory Competencies, Job Expecta-
tlOns, and Posit1on TypeS 11 (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertRtion, Un1versity of 
Texas (1986). 
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